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Board President Appointed Br Governor
Dr. Rodolfo E. Margo,
president of the Weslaco
school board, has been appointed by Gov. Bill
Clements to a six year term
on PAU's Board of Regents.
Dr. Margo will fill the
seat of Ruben R . Cardenas
of McAllen, whose term
has expired.
A native of Rio Grande
City, Margo , 42, was
valedictorian of his 1955
Rio Grande City gradu-

ating class. He received _~
degree from Texas A&M
University in pre-med, and
was graduated from the
University of Texas Medical Ranch at Galveston in
1961. He interned in Corpus Christi. received three
years of specialty training
in opthalmology at Parkland Hospital in Dallas and
served two years as a
medical officer in the Air
Force before returnign to
the Valley.
Margo was chief of staff

at Knapp Memorial Methodist Hospital in Weslaco
from 1975 to 1976. He
presently serves as
Weslaco City health officer.
In 1974. Margo was
elected to the school
board, and became school
board president last year
expired.
As the newest member
of the board of regents, Dr.
Margo said, "I've got to
first get my feet on the
ground and learn the procedures of the board. I
would like to see an improvement in the curriculum and an improvement of not only the faculty, but the students that are
graduating from Pan
Americ~n."

i J

Billie Pickard is to serve
on the
a six year term
board of regents.
Pickard's appointment
has drawn opposition from
State Senator Carlos
Truan of Corpus Christi.
In a letter to Governor
Clements, Truan said Mrs.
Pickard's actions on the'
Raymondville school
board "confirm a negative
reactionary philosophy ."
"I had already voiced
Continue On Pg. 8

VOTE HERE · PAU students utilized their
voting privileges this week during the Bronco
Queen elections·.

BULLETIN-Due to the
rains Tuesday, Homecoming events were cancelled.
No date has been rescheduled asof yet, say personnel at the alumni association.

MEET THE BRONCS• Tuesday cheerleaders, students and basketball players participated in "Meet The Broncs," commemorating
this years Homecoming events.

Regisb-ation Goes On Schedule
Registration will be held
at the gym Jan. 9-11 for all
students who have not yet
registered .
Jan.
9 -(5-5:30
p.m.)-drop and add period
for graudate and night
students who have priority

' ..

registered . Bring fee state- registration continues.
ment receipts.
Students on financial aid
(5:30-8·30 will receive a cash item
p.m.)- registration for all along with their fee
night and graduate statements. The cash item
students who have not must be signed by the
registered. Must have ·ap- Comptroller's Office to
pointment scheduled.
complete the registration
Jan.
10-( 8:30 process.
a . m .- 12:30 p . m . )-drop
According to Sylvia Luand add period for daytime
students who priority jan, students on financial
registered. Bring fee state- aid should come pay in
person in order to pick up
ment receipts.
money for books.
10-( 12 : 30-5 :00) -regis tration
for daytime
students who did not
priority register. Must
come by appointment only.
Jan. 11 (8:30 a.m.-3
p.m.)-daytime student

Students who do not
pay registration fees
through the mail may pay
them at the ballroom, Jan .

2-4.
Drop and add will continue on Jan. 14 when
classes begin.

Book Swap Started On Campus

,,, ..
AND HERE THEY ARE • Cande Ontiveros, student government president presented 11
coeds vying for the title of Bronco Queen. Seated (left to right) are: Lucy Leal, Ale!da ~ugo,
Virginia Adair, Sylviana Cuellar, Santa Arriaga, Rosie Gonzalez, Molly Flores, Yol1 Salinas,
Cindy Garcia, Ninfa Trevino and Bruni Barrera.

Student government has
implemented the Book
Swap, according to Larry
Garcia, vice-president.
Because of bookstore
prices and a recen t survey
of fall students indicated
that most of the student
population is not satisfied
with the prices Students
can bring books and
register them with student
government at the University Center room 314.
The student will fill out a
form requiring name of
book. author, editor, year
bought. condition. price. if
negotiable or not Also the
name of the student, address. telephone and the

date the book was
registered. Garcia said
"this will give students an
opportunity to market their
own books." The program
will last until! next October .
He also added that the
instructor Course Analysis
forms can be reviewed by
the student. The ICA is
aimed at giving Pan
American
University
students an opportunity at
becoming familiar with
their instructors requirements and methods
of teaching. They can be of
service before choosing
classes. Any students wanting to see the forms an
come to the UC room 314 .

,..

Library Scheduledurlng Holiday

\OPINIONS
ToMany ...

Homecoming Means Football
by C.E. Aore•

As soon as the word 'homecoming' hit my ears
the first thoughts which came to mind were the
traditional bonfire, hayrides, and a football team.
Here at Pan American University, we have the
bonfire!,. the hayrides, but where is the football
team? I tien the wheels really began to turn in my
head when a question came to mind. Why does
Pan /\merican not have a football team?
l11 minor questioning it was found that in the past
years when this campus was known as the Edinburg Junior College, there existed a football team .
Further research took me as far back to 1929 as
Coach "Skip" Foster led the Broncs to a reputable
season ranking as one of the strongest of the
freshmen teams.
". . . he came from Meridian College to EJC
with a reputation of turning out winning
athletic teams from small squads of men."
Assistant coach to "Skip'' was John Scott; "Scotty."
He originally came from Iola, Kan.
". . . his knowledge of all phrases of athletics
has made him very valuable to the athletic
department."
Along side these two men stood Graham Scott,
controlling the team as team manager. And acting
as captian of the Broncs was Ike Smith ..
Closing season record for that year was four
wins, three ties and two losses.
In 1948 the Broncs competed in intercollegate
football for the first time in its 16 years.
It was a moderately successful season by a
seasonal record of our wins, two ties and two loses.
The teams placed third in the conference with
Uvalde sitting at first and Seguin kneeling at second. For you football fanatics you might recognize
the name of the Broncs head coach D.C. "Bobby"
Cannon . His coaching staff was comprised of
Coach Walter Crews and Julian "Jude" Walker.
Headlines such as these ran in The Campus
Beacon (which was the campus newspaper at the
time).
"Uvalde Takes Heartbreaker From Broncs
• • • Cowboys outplay on every count except
tallies"

Classified Ads
COIN WASH .. We wash bM:helor bundles __. C..'lo>sdled •••• Is 20 cents • hne with •
"'lomlly wesh Try us•• 1124 E Unlv~llty,
minimum ol SI 101' each lnsm,o>n poyable in
Edinbu19 383-5731
advance
Bring •4 copy 10 Th<t Pen
Up to S220 00. weekly taktng ,hon phone
- • t h o m e C,011(713I762·3105.Eitt
Numbe, 427

American Amerlc.,_, Emilio Hall 100
De-adhne tl Fr.day f'IIO<H'I To e~tlmate cost

"EJC Takes Breathtaker From Victoria As
Manning Foils Conversion Attempt" (Broncs
13-Victoria 12)
"Broncs Tie Scorpions"
The last recorded year of football was in 1951.
Changes took place as the years passed. Team
count had fallen through the years; for the fad of
football fever yielded to other academic affairs.
What was once a large team of near 40 had dropped to barely 20.
The end of the football team here on campus
could be due to the change from a junior college, to
a full bodied college, and finally to what is now the
University.
The stress point being that a team could no
longer be funded by the state, but had to submit to
local public funding. Now the question shold be:
Are you willing to pay more money through student fes to provide for a football team?
The total cost are yet to be viewed for there exist
the scholarship which is a tool among tools by college campuses to recruit players of talent. Then as
each team needs be recognized by other colleges
and universities some modest amount of traveling
must be accomplished; and as you well know
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Dec 20

Regular schedule. Last day of
final ex.ams. Close at 10:30
p.m.

Dec 21st.

8-5 p.m.

Dec 22-Jan . 1

Closed

Jan. 2nd thru Jan 13 Open 8 a.m.-Sp.m. weekdays
Closed Saturdays and Sundavs.
Classes begin. Resume regular
Jan. 14
schedule.

Cuban PianistFeatured
In Benefit Concert
Cuban pianist. Jorge
Bolet, will be featured In a
benefit concert Monday at
8:00 p.m. and a master
class Dec. 13 from 9 a-.m.
to 1 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Auditorium at Pan American University.
One of Bolet's recordings for RCA Victor, "Hits
of the 1850's and 60's,
"featuring several difficult
Liszt transcriptions , was
named as the "best classical piano recording" of
1973 by HiFi Sterio
Magazine. This season he
is booked for 113 concerts
in nearly every major
capital of the world making
him one of the busiest artists in the business.

F~atured works for this
concert will include " Andante Favori" by Beethoven; the Sonata in F
Minor, Op. 5 of Brahms
and a group of Godowsky
transciptions including
"Menuet in A minor" by
Jean Philippe Rameau,
Ballet Music from "Rosa•
munde" by Franz Schubert. "Sta ndchen" by
Richard Strauss and " Invitation to the Dance" by
Carl Maria von Weber.
Tickets
are
now
available in four categories:
Sponsors $50 per pair (tax
deductible contribution).
$7 .50. $5 and $3 For further information. please
call 381-3471.

'Don Juan In Hell'

Comedy Continues In Studio
PAU Theater's "Don
Juan In Hell" opened
Wednesday night and will
continue through Saturday
in the Studio Theater, Fine
Arts 135. ''Don Juan" will
be performed as a staged
reading which Dr. Marian
Monta, Communications
Department head , explained as being "halfway bet•
ween acting and reading."
''Don Juan In Hell" is actually the third act of the
George Bernard Shaw ro-

couol 30 leoen •nd 'l)<ICes !o • ~

The
Pan American
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Activities
Calendar
Dec

9
6 30 p m 8:30 p m TEKES 307
b 30 p m -9 p m APO UC 305A
Dec 10
5 p m .-8 pm Kappa Delta UC
307 & 307A
6 pm -7:30 pm . Ph, Kappa Tau
UC 306A
6-9 p m Delta Zeta UC 305
5 30 7 p m Human Svcs NB
210
4 30 p m · 7 30 p m Kappa
Delta UC 319
Dec 11
l0·30 a m ll :30 a m CAMP
Mlntslry Chapel
lO 25 am. 11:25 Vet's Club UC
306
7 p.m -9 :30 p.m BSU al BSC
10:35 am -ll ·35 Epsilon
10:25 a m 11 ·25 a.m Christian
Science UC 307 A
11 35 - 12 50 PAUSA UC
306 -306A
10:35 m 11 a m IK's 305
10 30 a m -11 a m Club
Espanol LA 204
6 p m 9 p m Ladies of Camelot
UC 306A
10 25 a m 11 25 a m . CASO
LA 119
Dec 12
5 p m - JU p m IK's UC J05A
b 30 -8 30 p m Res Hall Assoc
UC 306 -306A

a

Dec 13

7 p m -B,30 p .m IVCF UC 305
10 25 am 11 25

11

m IFC UC

306
10 35 a m 1 I 35 El S<.>I
10 25 a m -11 25 NCF WLKWY
10 25 am - 11 35 810, LEAGUE
SB 118
Dec 15
6 .30-10 p m PSLP Field House

entrance

mantic comedy, "Man and
Superman," which PAU
Theater staged in early October.
Dr . Mon ta explained
that the third act and the
rest of the play can be performed Independently of
each other. she commented, "Ifs done frequently,'
and cited an example as
the extremely successful
tour of the "Don Juan" sequence several years ago
by a professional group.
The third act of "Man
and Superman" is a dream
which Jack Tanner. the
main character has. He is
transformed into Don
Juan. played by Doug
Cummins and goes to hell
with two other characters
in the play.

Tina Atkins plays Dona
Ana who, with Don Juan
and the Commander. portrayed by Manuel Zarate,
meets with the devil.
"It's an intellectual
discussion they have with
the devil. The devil tries to
convince Don Juan that
hell is better than heaven."
remarked Dr. Mon ta.
''We felt an obligation to
the play to do both parts,"
she added. "We did primarily because some of the
English and Spanish
classes wanted it."
Dr. Monta explained
that the technique which
will be used. staged
reading, is different from
conventional performances in that the players
will have a script before
them on lecterns. They will

be in costumes but will use
limited body motion.
The presentation, which
runs about an hour and 15
minutes, will begin at 8: 15
p.m., on each night Tickets are available in
Southwick Hall 210. Students, faculty and staff
may reserve two tickets for
$2 with an ID card. Free
tickets will be available at
8:05 p.m .. by presenting
an ID card and taking what
seat is free.
General admission free
is $3 and for senior citizens
and high school students.
tickets will be sold for $2.
Groups of 10 or more can
purchase tickets at $1.50
each and groups of 20 or
more are offered additional
savings with tickets at $1
each.

Students Named Best Salesmen
Three students were named assignment seriously No stuthe best salesman awared win- dent failed to make their sales
ners in marketing 2373.01 calls. I was very impressed
class The winners were with it"
Davenport a general system
Richard Garza. a sophomore
from Edinburg. first place;
Santiage Musquiz. a junior
from San Marcos. second
plac.e. and Brad Vagsnes. a
senior from McAllen. third
place.
In presenting the awards,
During December Dr.
Joseph Davenport. the in- Layne Jorgensen and four
structor said. it was very dif- graduate students. Jeanficult lo have to choose
among so many outstanding nean Spruiell. Steve Heysales calls made by the ing. Bob Callaghan and
students. He expressed his David Rogers are conducappreciation for the student's ting a campus wide survey.
efforts, adding that. salesman- Approximately 1000
ship is by its nature com- students from 40 classes
petitive. and that he had add- are being interviewed to
ed that competitiveness lo this determine their leisure time
class by letting the students pursuits.
make sales calls in front of
According to Or.
their peers. thus gelling them
out of their shells and helpmg Jorgensen. the 50 questhem to become more ex!To- tion survey will help deterverted
mine whether the needs
Asked if his purpose has and desires of Pan
been achieved he said. American students are be"Every student took the ing met through the activity

division marketmg manager
with IBM and now a visiting
professor here. will be
teaching the same course the
Spring semester

Leisure Time Survey
Being Conducted
courses offered by the
Physical Education and Intramural Departments. He
further stated that one of
the aims of the department
is to offer a variety of activities. that when learned
will carry over into lifetime
hobbies .
With an abundance of
free time available to people in today's society each
person must learn how to
properly utilize it. The
survey will partially determine whether the department should add to or
delete activities from the
offerings
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Frat Finds Warehouse,
New Home

Behind Scenes Stores Unusual Stock

The Phi Kappa Theta
fraternity, which has been
working under the handicap of not having a
house to call its own for the
past three years, now has
one.
The house is located on
Mile 171/2 Road north of
Edinburg. The house
payments were made
through· special dues paid
by the fraternitv members .
"The frat house is looking a lot better since we
moved in," said Anibal
Gorena, Phi Kappa's president. "All the fraternity
brothers are really enjoying
the remodelinQ."

Except for minor flaws in
the concrete floor caused by
occasional spills of acid, there
are no signs in central receiving that anything unusual is
being delivered to Pan
American University.
But behind the scenes can
be found dead cats, live mice.
chemicals. a computer terminal and 190 proof alcohol,
said Bob Smith. supervisor of
central receiving. Central
receiving is also a warehouse
for printing paper and computer forms for the University,
said Joe N. Barron , assistant
to the supervisor.

the packages are addressed
only to the University. and for
delivering packages to the
Brownsville campus twice a
month. Barron added. Many
of the air freight packages
(and most of the unusual
orders are delived this way)

The fraternity plans to
have an open house party
in the near future, to
celebrate the end of the
housework.

SeveralTopics Discussed
At 'Meet The Deans'
license."
Students will begin signIng up for the car pool plan
and Garcia remarked, "If
enough students sign up,
they'll begin marking up
spaces in the parking lots."
The plan would go into effect in the spring semester
but before that, "There are
things that have to be considered before they can implement it," according to
Garcia.
One student brought up
the point that there are no
vending machines in some
of the women's restrooms.
The reason for this was
that some of the machines
had been vandalized and
as Garcia said, "They're
trying to put them in
restrooms where it's very
hard to vandalize them "
About the newspaper,
Magana stated, "Students
expressed desires on having a more exciting school
paper and Dr. Nevarez
said he recognized this
need and said he would
look into this matter." Garcia mentioned that it was
suggested that students
should elect the editor.
Another suggestion was
to have dosed circuit

At the "Meet the Deans"
Nov. 27, several topics
were discussed with Dr.
Miguel Nevarez, vicepresident for Student and
University affairs, and
Gilbert de los Santos, dean
of students.
According to Larry Garcia, co-chairman of the
Ideas and Issues Committee which sponsored the
event, among the topics
covered were the beer
issue, the car-pool plan,
vending machines in
women's bathrooms. the
university paper, a communications system on
campus and student service fees.
The current status of the
beer referendum was
discussed and according to
Ralph Magana, it is before
the board of regents. He
stated. "They have delegated Dr. Nevarez, Tony
Vela, (director of the
University Center) and the
University Council to come
up with a plan on how we
can go about obtaining a
license.
"Presently one of the
problems they've confronted is determining who
will be the trustee of the

f:~

~
........o,.11"

Big Meal Deal 4-10 p.m .
Hamburger & French Fries $1.39
Fish Sandwich 99¢
32 oz. drink 49t

television sets up at various
locations across campus to
let students know about
different activities. "It
would be like a calendar,·•
said Garcia.
Both Garcia and
Magana stated that they
would like to have similar
activities in the future.
Magana commented, "'It
opened a direct channel of
communication of students
to administration, a means
of communication which in
the past had been
ne!llected ."

substitutes Not to bQ u.wd

Ml

cornhtnahon with an orhe-r
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Edinburg
383-7542
1220 East University

beginning freshman .
However. if one does start
late in · coll~e he must
catch up on the time missed," Dr. de los Santos
said.
If the ROTC does reach
Pan Am, the tentative date
is for the fall of 1980.
"The purpose of the program is to prepare officers
both in leaders hip and
military training for entry
into the Army," he said. "It
wiil be similar to a regular
course. A student will take
it just like any regular
course with regular hours
and will spend from three
to five hours a week in the
class with occasional
weekend drills," he added.
When a student completes the necessary hours
of training required he can
enter the Army as an officer.
"Site for classroom instruction and training sites
are still undecided for now.
but a central point is being
sought," he said.
A specialist will be sent
to instruct the program and
will take complete charge

ments? "In a barrel full of individual plastic bags filled with
formaldehyde for each cat."
said Smith. "Cats are usually
ordered once ,, year. Our last
order was for 200 medium sized cats (14 to 18 inches) •·
By far the most popular
item ordered is live white
mice. agreed Smith and Barron Orders of 100 mice are
delivered at least three times
each semester. They arrive in
cardboard boxes lined in wire
mesh.
Although such deliveries
are horse serum. live frogs or
a pig fetus are not uncommon
in this department, Barron
recalls receiving some unusual
orders.
One day a 30-gallon drum
of 190 proof alcohol was
delivered, said Barron. and he
found out about government
regulations on such items.

The alcohol began its journey
from an alcohol distilled spirits
plant--in this case. from Union
Carbide in Texas City. probably The University has a
permit with the Bureau of
Alcohol. Tobacco and
Firearms for such orders. The
ATF must be notified by the
plant when the shipment
leaves, and Barron was required to notify the ATF when
the shipment arrived.
Barron remembers working
overtime one day when the
University's computer terminal worth $10.000 was
delivered. Everyone decided
to leave the terminal on the
trailer for unloading at Pan
Am's computer center, its final
destination "Such machinery
Is delicate and easy to
damage.'' he said, "and the
people wanted to direct that
operation ..
''We have not had any
serious accidents or problems
we could not handle." Smith
concluded.

Enjoy the Delicious #<><Icon Food
ond the- Priendly atmospherr wtth

courteous ~...

• ENCHILADAS
• TACOS
• CHU-BROILED
FAJITAS
• STEAK RANCHERO
• NACHOS

• FRESH SHRIMP

We'd like to see more
such events in the future
possible with more student
participation in the future.
MONDAYS ... STUDENT NIGHT ... ROCK NIGHT
ALL PAN AM STUDENTS WITH I D DRINK THEIR DRINKS
FOR $1 .00 TIL 12 MIDNIGHT
INO COVER)
TUESDAYS ... FIESTA NIGHT ...
TWO FOR ONE NIGHT
BUY A DRINK OR MUG AND
GET ONE FREE TIL 12 MIDNIGHT
(NO COVER!
WEDNESDAYS ... LADIES NIGHT ...
ALL UNESCORTED LADIES DRINK FREE FROM
7 10 TtL 9 30
(NO COVER!

S-t~-H.

KAPLAN
Educational Center

Call oa,, £vtn1•1• & Weeker.ds

ANNOUNCES THE
OPENING DEC.4
of its Branch in
CORPUS CHRISTI
4441 Gollihar

Offf!r good al porticipatiog Dairy Queen5, qn)y No

cou-."' off., OFFER GOO;:>

Did you ever wonder how
those dead cats are delivered
to university biology depart-

Faculty Director Attempts To
Establish ROTC On Campus

Several Pan Am administrators are trying to
establish an Army Reserve
Officers Training 'Corps
(ROTC) program on camApproximately 35 packages
pus.
are delived to this department
Dr. Gilberto de los Sandaily through 17 freight
systems for distribution to tos, dean of students, is
departments ordering them. one administrator involved
This number is hard to in this move to bring the
estimate because some orders ROTC to Pan Am.
alone consist of 80 cartons for
"Every student can parone department, said Barron . ticipate in the program
Central receiving is also regardless of classification.
responsible for making claims A student can start anytime
on damaged freight, for fin- whether he is ready to
ding corret destinations when graduate or ~f he's just

The Phi Kapp house is
being used for socials, studying and lodging for
fraternity members.

must be distributed im mediately because they need
refrlgerc"tion, he added.

FOR INFORMATION
CALL or VISIT
Our Center
512-851-1460
11300 N Central
Dallas Tx 75243

THURSDAYS .. . MACHO NIGHT . . .
FREE MUGS FOR ALL MEN
THEN A MENS POOL TOURNAMENT
tNO COVER)
FRIDAYS ... SPECIAL LADIES NIGHT ...
NO COVER CHARGE FOR UNESCORTED LADIES AND
FREE DRINKS FROM 7 10 TIL 9 30
THEN A HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL TIL 12 MIDNIGHT
SATURDAYS ... DISCO WEEKEND AT,D.J.'S ...
SUNDAYS . .. KICKER NIGHT ... MUG SPECIAL
DRINK YOUR MUGS ALL NIGHT FOR
SOC EACH
IATTENTION ALL FRATERNITTES. SORORITIES AND ORGANIZATIONS
SPECIAL PRICES AND RESERVED SECTION AVAILABLE
CALL 381 5102 FOR INFORMATION)

Ii~

t!
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Book Checks Distributed A tBallroom
Pan American students who preregister and receive
financial aid should pick up their book checks Jan . 2-4 at
the University Ballroom, according to Oscar Garcia, assistant financial aid director.
Book checks are not mailed to the students because of
the possible delay in receiving them .
Cash items will be mailed with class schedules to all
preregistered financial aid students, Dec. 21. Anyone
who does not receive the cash item should contact the office as soon as possible.

Dead Day Observed
Dead days will be Dec. 13 and 14. according to Bill
Morris, assistant to the vice president for academic affairs.
He explained that the only tests to be scheduled for
dead d;1ys are those English and math departmental examinations regularly given at this time.
Dead days were set aside to give students more time to
prepare for finals. These tests start Monday, Dec. 17 and
run through Dec. 20. Saturday class exams will be given
at regular class hours Dec. 15. Evening class finals wil be
given at the regular class time beginning Dec. 13-19.

Christmas Service Set
An ecumenical Christmas service will be held Dec. 11
at the Liberal Arts Building Auditorium, Rm 101. All
students, faculty, and staff are invited to attend this worship service during activity period, 10:25 a.m. to 11:30
a.m.
The event is being jointly sponsored by the Baptist Student Union. Intervarsity Fellowship, the Catholic Campus
Ministry and the United Methodist Campus Ministry.

Group Returns From
Historical Trip
Dr. Hubert Miller,
history professor at PAU,
and Dr Lino Garcia,
spanish professor at PAU,
have just returned from a
trip to Mexico on which
they were sponsors.
Approximately 34 persons made the trip which
covered four states. several
cities, plus many historical
and interesting sites. The
trip presented it's participants with an informative look at the culture,
and
socio h istory
economic conditions of the
areas visited .
Traveling on a chartered
bus the group departed
from the Valley on Nov.
14, and traveled to
Tamaulipas where they
visited the cities of Jimenez

and Victoria. Next the
group went to the city of
San Luis Potosi in the slate
of the same name to visit
the cathedral and note It's
unique
architectural
design.
San Miguel de Allende
was the next city visited
followed by a stop at
Delores Hidalgo , the
cradle of Mexican in dependence . Guanaiuato
was the final stop on the
trip and the most enjoyable. There the group
shopped , visited historical
sites and admired the
scenic mountains and
vegitation that surrounds
the picturesque city. On
Nov 18. the group returned to the Valley. tired but
happy.

A dissertation is a written
thesis especially written by a
candidate for the degree of
doctor of philosophy.
His
dissertation was entitled ,
" Discr etionary Authority
Over Immigration : An
Analysis of Immigration
Policy and Administration
Towards Mexico."

Dr K. W. Lee , faculty member of the Department of
Political Science, recently attended the Southwest Conference on Asian Studies at the University of Texas at Arlington Nov 16-17. He has been selected to appear in the
17th edition (1980-1981) of the Who's Who in the South
and Southwest.
Dr. Lee has participated in a panel Problems of 20th
Century Asia as a discussant. He also participated in the
panels Modernization in China and the Sino-Soviet Relalionship.

FocusNotOn Student Services
Students enrolled at
PAU every year become so
wrapped in their studies
that they never seem to
focus on the activities offered to them by the
various student services.
Group and individual
counseling is one of the
many services offered free
of charge to PAU students.
Lupita Cantu, presently
coordinator of the counsel ing center, has been working on campus as a
counselor for the last five
years. In 1964-65, Ms.
Cantu worked for Proyecto
Esperanza, special services
for
disadvantaged
students.
According to Ms. Cantu,
there was only one person,
Sylvia Lujan in charge of
the counseling center, but
when the two, Proyecto
Esperanza and Lujan.
became one. they formed
what is now the LAC
Counseling Center.
Ms. Lujan, in 1977, was
hired as Financial Aid
Director. leaving open a
space filled by Ms. Cantu
A graduate from the
University of Mighigan at
Ann Arbor, Ms. Cantu
holds an MA in counseling
and guidance.
Jim my
Silva
and
Michael J
Ryan , also
counselors, work on staff
with Ms. Cantu.
Silva was hired at the
LAC in February o f 1976.

Hmoiosa is not a new com-

ISH1Rrs+
Build you r o wn T -shirt

tion and sponsor for PAU
Young Democrats.

Hinoi osa, 42, 1s a native of
Alice residing in Edinburg and
he 1s a graduate from Texas
A& I who holds a BA and MA
degree in political science.

and I have finally achieved
my goal--one that I've
been trying to reach for a
long time. I can truly sympathize with students who
ar e working. going t o
school and raising a family ,
because this is the way I
have had to go."

He is a PAU graduate and
holds an M .ED in counseling and guidance. Ryan , a
Pepperdine University of
California graduate, holds
an MA in psychology.
The counseling center
offers a variety of groups
students can participate in.
Assertion training helps
students learn to express
their feelings better.
develop a greater range of
behaviors to respond to
different situ ations, and
develop and strengthen a
belief system that accepts
and supports a variety of
interpersonal rights.
Communication skills
allows students who participate to become aware
of feelings and ideas and to
be able to communicate
them in a concrete manner.
Decision making helps
students examine factors
involved in decision making and allows them to
become aware that their
values. priorities and pre-

PORTE 'SJEWELRY

~

judices which play an important role in reaching a
decision .
Human relationships
allows students to become
aware of their own feelings, values and morals in
relation to dating ad to
educate or inform about
physical aspects of abortion, contraceptions. and
others.
Relaxation techniques
helps students counter
anxieties and tensions that
interfere with academic
performance and taking
exams.
Value clarification gives
the student an opportunity
to explore his value system
and determine whether
those values were freely
chosen or imposed by
others .
"Most students see
group counseling as a
positive experience. They
feel they have learned a
new skill and feel good
about having been in a
group," said Ms. Cantu .

Students who have attended group sessions this
semester agree:
"I have discovered people use different forms of
blocking communication
with certain kinds of body
language and eye contact,
and I have learned to apply
other skills in my job and
family situations, " said
Pahita Rodriguez.
''I've become aware of
the skills it takes to listen to
others. I find myself applying these skills with friend s
and people I meet," said,
Gloria Tafolla .
"Sessions are definitely a
mind - opening
experience." said Thomas
Rial.
Students interested in
signing up for group
counseling may c all
381-3121 or come by Of.
lice building G during the
first three weeks of the Spring semester. Group sessions begin on the fourth
week. These sessions are
open to all PAU students
free of charge.

.

* * *"* * * * * * * *
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UseaJittle

*

when ~u order your
next Km'S pizza.

" It has been a lot of work

~:~,-~-~,-~·---9-J
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A chorus line from Melba's School of Dance will per·
form can-can as part of a concert to be presented by the
Pan American University Concert Band. Friday at 8 p.m.
in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Other works to be performed Include: "Fantasies On ~
Theme by Haydn," "The Barber of Seville, Overture.
"Folk Song Suite" by Ralph Vaughn Williams. "La
Calesera" by Francisco Alonso. and "Dum Spiro, Spero"
by senior music major, Luis Maldonado.
Also featured will be the marches: "My Regiment,"
"My Congratulations" and "Gladiator's Farewell," all by
H . L. Blankenburg, one of the greatest German composers. He wrote over 309 marches, but most were _J.ost
during the second war.
There is a small admission charge, and tickets will be
available at the door.

Faculty Selected To Who's Who

er to PAU In 1973-4, he
worked with the Department
of Political Science before
leaving for Notre Dame.

Presently, he 1s a member
of the American Political
Science Assn. , American
Society for Public Administra-

Chorus Line Performs With Band

[Bronc
----Bulletins_]

ProfDefendsDoctorialDissertation
Jose Hinojosa, a PAU student professor in Political
science since 1978. sue•
cessfully defended his doctorial dissertation recently at
the University of Notre Dame,
accor ding to Dr. Jerr y
Polinard, head of the Political
Science department.
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With this coupon buy one pizza and get the next smaller
size for only 99C (with
equalnumberoftoppings
or less)
Void with other promotions.
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MCALLEN
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Fatter Paychecks
Anticipated
Beginning in January
1980, the minimum wage
in the United States will increase to $3.10 an hour.
For the approximately 935
Pan Am students in the
work-study program, this
will mean a fatter
paycheck.
According to Oscar Garcia, assistant director of
financial aid, allowances
were made for the increase
when awards were determined in the fall. All
students were awarded a
larger amount for the Spring semester in order to
cover the wage increase.
Some students in the program will continue workin
g the same number of
hours that they are working now.
Garcia said that the only

decrease in working hours
will affect those students
who have already used
part of their Spring awards.
He explained that these
students work for departments that may have· the
bulk of their work in the
Fall rather than the Spring.
As a result the students
work more hours than are
entitled to, thereby cutting
into their Spring semester
awards.
Some departments require students to do this
because they have periods
when they are busiest.
Garcia mentioned the Office of Financial Aid as an
example. "Our busiest
period is in the summer
when we are getting ready
for the Fall semester," he
said.

THE PAN AMERICAN

Pre-registration, An Outlet To
Regular Registrations Choas
Why pre-register for
your spring classes? To
relieve that gosh-awful
mess at the gym during
regular registration? That's
true but, according to
David Zuniga, assistant
director of admissions, that
reason takes a back seat to
a couple other very good
reasons.

This information also
allows manpower needs,
that is, adjust faculty
assignments to where they
are most needed.
All these adjustments
can be made before the
semester starts, whereas
before we had preregistration, all canges
could only be for the succeeding semester.

Pre-registration lets each
department determine
All this adds up to better
more closely the demand
student
schedules, better
for a particular class. Inform a ti on
from
pre- utilization of faculty and
registration statistics can classroom space, fewer
point to a need to add, cancelled classes and more
drop or otherwise change sections in high demand
classes in order to better classes. This really means
serve student demand . better education at lower
cost for both student and
the University.

Benefits Dry Up, Nulllber
Of Student On Bill Drops
The number of students
at Pan American on the
G.I. bill is gradually dropping due to the fact that
most veterans have used
up their educational
benefits.
According to Mario
Leal, the veterans coordinator, "Upon discharge,
each veteran automatically
receives a monthly
allowance from the
government for a period of
10 years for educational
purposes."

Once the veteran
graduates or stops attending school the monthly
allowance is discontinued.
The primary reason for
the decrease of students on
the G.I bill, said Leal, "ls
that there are less veterans
than in the past. The majority of Vietnam veterans
were discharged around
1968. Therefore, a large
percentage of these
veterans graduated in
1972."
"In addition to the
IO-year expiration date,
several sociological factors
exist that creep in and prevent veterans from taking
full advantage of the G.I.
bill. For instance, newly
discharged veterans enter
college with a misconception of the educational
system. Disillusionment
and a low self-image
sometimes causes the
veteran to drop-out of
school. " said Leal.
"Veterans with families
frequently find it difficult to
go to school and at th~
same time support their

families on the G.I. bill,"
he adds.
Implications for the
future seem to be a con-

• A special drop and add
secession will be available
only to pre-registered
students allowing them to
take advantage of any class
adjustments. The drop and
tinual decrease of students add secession will be at the
on the G.I. bill until the gym from 8:30 to noon
time comes when the draft Jan. 10 for day students
is re-implemented.
and from 5 to 5:30 Jan . 9

UCPC

The aim of the program
is to recruit students for
committees so they can
take an active part in
university affairs.

for night students. These
students need only the
paid receipt for their preregistered classes and need
not wait in line at the gym.
There is a second reason
why each student should
pre-register.
Preregistration requires each
student to meet with his or
her (major) advisor. The
advisor is knowledgable on
present and future curriculum and students individual course needs.
They help avoid problems
such as unnecessary
classes and awkward
scheduling.
Seniors often experience
scheduling problems affec-

ting his or her graduation
date. The problem could
have been avoided
through earlier counselling.
Pre-registration requires
early counselling and
development of a degree
plan that students otherwise might delay until problems are unavoidable.
Again all this means better
education while saving
students and the university
time and money.
Remember, Friday is the
last day to pre-register.
Students who do not preregister must do so during
regular registration Jan. 9
-11.

YCC is now TCCI
YAMAHA

The famous
remains ...
as well as WETBIKE, KTM, BULTACO & BMW

But now TCC sells & services
the American King of the big bikes . . .

~-•4-

Implements
Program
The University Center
Program Council will be
implementing a new program next semester, according to Juan Garza
member of UCPC.
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HAJRSTYLING
phone for an appojntment

383-9012
520 E. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG
Ne co

• Same location
• Some experienced, professional staff
• Some dedication to your satisfaction but
now we're . ..

nlverwal

Electronla

Special discounts for PAU students
~our goal Is your 11atl11factlon"

Bob's Sewin9 Machine Center

----------------THE CYCLE CENTER

Soles and Service

Students interested
should plan to have no
class scheduled from
9:10-10:25 on TT's. This
is to allow for the meetings.
The requirements for the

Sewing Machines Vacuum Cleaners
Bob Castillon

383-7313

'lwner

204 East University
Edinbur

program are that the student have a 2 .0 GPA and
be enrolled in at least six
hours of classes.
No experience is required as the student will
be trained. Garza said "As
a member of UCPC the
student will meet new people as the student can take
the initiative." Garza also
stressed that all positions
will carry recognition. As a
part of UCPC the student
can have his opinion voiced. Interested students
should go by UC 303 and
fill out an application,

"Where the bike Is Juat the beginning"

1001 E. Pecan

McAllen

ARE YOU A
GRADUATE WHO
NEEDS A JOB?
If so, the United States Air Force may
have exactly what you're looking for. The
Air Force offers some of the finest technical
training in the nation . . . your choice of
more than 140 jobs if you qualify ... advanced education opportunities ... an outstanding salary ... worldwide assignments ... 30 days of paid vacation a
year ... medical care ... dental care.
There's more. Get the entire story today.
Call:
MSgt. Manuel Longoria Jr. or SSgt.
Juan P. Gallaga, El Centro Mall.

500 N. Jackson Rd., •■:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;.,.
Pharr, Texas (512) 686-4016

A g,eal way of life.
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Prior RunilileWith
DBC Ends In Win
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White, Broncs Fly To Wichita
Wichita. Kansas is the
destlnatlon for the Pan
American University
Broncs as they travel to
participate in the MacDonald Classic, formerly
tabled the Shocker Classic.
The two day event,

SanAntonio
Target
ForGroup
Following their first
public appearance Monday
night, The Pan American
Jazz Dancers will provide
the half time entertainment
at the San AntonioHouston Basketball game
Saturday night.
Rhonday Johnson,
director of the Jazz
Dancers announced that
the ..,..ap Dance routine will
cons st of Yankee Doodle
Danuy and the Jazz renditior of "It Ain't Necessarily
So will also be presented

scheduled for this Friday
and Saturday. is sponsored by the MacDonald
Hamburger people.
Slated lo participate are
Wichita State, Murray
State and San Francisco
State.
White and his team play
twice in the two day
tourney.
"The first night we play
Murray State out of
Kentucky-the Ohio Valleyand the next night, winners
play winners." Said Bill
White head Bronc coach,
"The host team will be
playing San Francisco
State m the first night."
On this first night, the
Broncs play Murray State,
a team that has only one
game to their name.
"The Murray team has a
new coach; he was down
in New Orleans--by the
name of Ron Greene who
had great success there.''
Coach White pointed out,
"He went from there to
Mississippi State and was
voted coach of the year by
the Southeast Conference
and then took the Murray
State job because that was
his alma mater "

On Saturday, Pan Am
play either San Francisco
State or Wichita depending
on the outcme Friday
night.
Coach White describes
Wichita State as head and
shoulders above everything there.
"They were one of the
five best recruiting school
in America this year," he
said, "They've -got two
super players; they've got
a kid from California and a
local kid there who was a
high school All-American
Plus,·• he continued,
"They've got a guard from
junior college who was
picked for this and that,"
he said. adding that the.

numerous recognitions
were too many to remembPr.
"The fact that they were
one of the best recruiting
schools in America is
enough to tell you what
kind of personnel they
have."
Last year. Wichita won a
game against the Broncs,
but that team has had a
personnel change since
then. Their best players
last year was drafted by
Oakland .

...-.J~aye
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NAIA playoffs.
Darrell Overton. an
outstanding 6'5" post man.
and Glen Dixon, a hustling
5'9" guard. return from
that Indian ballclub that
won 23 games along with
five other lettermen.
One of the Indians'
tallest players. 6'6" Jua n
Reyna, hails from Mission
High. He tranferred in to
Dallas Baptist from Laredo
Junior College and won't
be eligible to compe te, for
DBC until the second
semester. so he didn't see
action against Pan Am last
night.
DBC, m uch like Pan
Am, is a run and shoot
team of good medium
height. Pan Am's tallest
player is 6'8", DBC's 6'6"

c..u.... --

.....

WITH THE SMILES ON THEIR FACES,
NOTHING TO IT""'
No I ,s a professor al PAU. and 1ust opened an
account ar Nanonal Bank of Commerce Edinburg
No 2 " a staff meml,..r at PAU banks at Nd
ttonal Bank of Commerce Edmbur!I, and 1u,
found out how lo"' the,r 111stallment loan rates
are

Bus.

No :l and No. 4 dre slud,,nts al PAU b,mk
(you guessed 11) Na110MI Bank of Comm~rre'
Edmburg, and are 1h,nk1ng about rhe sp~clal NB(i
student checkmg accounts and srudenr l~n pro-

@ompt1n11

Dixie Ward, Owner

~•m

50 l 9 North 10th - McAIlen, Texas

.
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Tt , San Antonio trip
wl! l-1t made by the first
yea, PAU Jazz Dancers of
15 g '.',,
Fn·shman dancers in the
dance group are. Letty
Lop<: z. Veronica Lopez
Hilda Martinez, Shawr
Swat son.
Tammie
\,\,al.er Cindy Cantu, Irma
Gare · Alma Guerra, and
Mai q: Guerra
~ < phomores in the
grc. f are Cindy Barrera
M • 1 11'.e Brown Cind
C< 1 eras,
Mame c
G1.., 1 a Nelinda Guerrerc.
Mr, ~-= Elizondo. Cinch,.
Jassc. and Dalia Reynci
GI c;« Robles, Monica Sar
chez Mirian Muniz, a, cl
Luce-- Uvalle manage the

grour

lJ vers1ty students r
reHi~+ec m Dance Perfo
ma tc 1161.01 on four
pe1 r,,
Tuesdays anl
T
days during the Spr
In~ Semester, please con
lclC the dance instructors
111, FF complex befou
Tl'Q ste nng for further infor
mat on

'~.~

A C HURCH FOR NEW AGE PEOPU
W,Jn,•"416._,\
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"There's a lot of pairety
around the year," Coach
White announced, "A lot
of good teams that don't
have the TV reputation.•·

AUTY SERVICE

On

Due to the Pan
American
printing
schedule. the score of the
Wednesday night Dallas
Baptist-Pan American
University Broncs game is
not in this week's issue.
The Pan Am Broncs and
Dallas Baptist College have
only rumbled once before,
with the Broncs surfacing
with a 113-89 win early in
1978 but one of PAU's
finest teams, which finished 22-4, neded to hustle to
outscore the rum and
shoot the Indians that year .
Coach Steve Sheiron o f
Dallas Baptist was back
with the defending champions in the Texa s Conference. The Indians finished 23- 15 and narrowly
lost, 85-80, at P rairie View
University in the District 8

COMING FOR CHRISTMAS
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Broncs Face Lamar Tuesday

DBCRecord

Broncs Play Lama,r Tuesday

Continued From Pg. 6

The Broncs could have
trouble in their third game,
because DBC playing
under different rules in the
NAIA, already will have
eight games this season.
Exactly the same problem occurred In Pan Am's
fourth game a year ago.
The Broncs barely survived, 67-65, against
Oklahoma A&S, an NAIA
team that enjoyed a
month's head start over its
NCAA rivals.
Dallas Baptist has proved itself no easy opponent
under Sheiron's coaching.
Last season, for example,
the Indians came within
84-79 of strong Oklahoma
City University on OCU's
home court, and DBC
whipped Trinity, 83-76.
Trinity gave Pan Am a
hard time before the
Broncs won out, 66-64.
The last two Bronc
Homecomings have come
against the same opponent, the US Air Force
Academy Falcons from
Colorado. Both times the
Broncs won, 80-60 and
85-71.
Wednesday's battle
launched a busy month of
December for Pan Am.
Today the Broncs fly to
Wichita , Kan., where they
will face Murray State of
Kentucky on Friday in
Wichita State's Tournament. Then on Saturday
the Broncs will play either
Wichita State or San Francisco State.

The still-warm scalps of
the Texas A&M Aggies are
dangling from the horses of
the Lamar University
~aske~ball players, who
nde mt? Pan American
University to stage a
cowboys-and-Indians type
shootout at 8 p.m. here
Tuesday.
Clarence Kea, Lamar's
6-foot-6 buffalo of a post
man, personally kicked
Texas A&M from No. 12
·m the Associated
·
Press
II
po , all the way ou~ of the
Top 20, by dooming the
· wit· h a Iast-secon d
A99•':5
goal m an Alaska tournament, 61-60.
Kea drove past Texas
A&M's highly regarded
6-11 Rudy Woods to score
the winning goal on a
layup.
Strangely, Kea's clutch
goal provided him the
points to break Lamar's all-

time individual scoring
record last Saturday (Dec.
1) . The Aggie-beating
layup pushed Kea's point
tot~I to 1350, one ahead of
Phil Endicott, a 1970
graduate.
Even more strangely,
the Lamar Cardinals flew
home to Texas covered
with glory from one of their
all-time great basketball
victories, even though they
lost two of their three
games ·m t he Great Al askan Sh~otout.
The first day, Lamar fell
to Long Beac h . Sta te,
98-85. After shocking the
Aggies--who had just been
ranked No. 8 nationally by
Sports Illustrated--Lamar
then fell in its final game to
Bradley, 82-75.
And Lamar did it
without its super center,
6-8 B.B. Davis, who didn't
play at all in Alaska

because he was recovering
from a broken wrist.
Davis was nearly headled, however, and probably
will be bac~ in time to
haunt old rival Pan Am
here Tuesday.
Shorter, faster Lamar
ran rings aroung the towering Aggies in Alaska.
Turk Williams. a 6-6 forward, hurt the Aggies with
19 points and 6-0 Mike
(Silk) Oliver contributed 18
d 12 .
more. Kea score
· fi
h
After the1r .rst t ree
games, even without the
· the Lamar
powe_rfuI Dav1s,
Cardinals boasted four
men scoring in double figures. Oliver was scoring
at a 17 .3 clip, Williams
16.0, Kea 15.0 and 6-4
Cestrakiah Lewis 14.7.
The playmaker, 5-10 Alvin
Brooks, was scoring 7.7.
Tuesday's rematch at
the P<Ul American Univer-

sity Field House will renew
a heated competition between Lamar and PAU.
The Pan Am Broncs lead
the series, 15-8. But nearly
all those games have been
close, a razor's edge of difference. And Lamar edged
Pan Am twice last season
74-72 in Edinburg 91-85
in Beaumont.
'
Davis Olliver Kea and
Lewis 'an sta~ed and
started in those tw~ wins
, Am
over Pan
·
In fact, that fearsome
foursome of Aggie-beaters
has knocked off two nationally rated teams during
the 197g calendar ear

Broncs Win In Las Vegas
Despite a touch of
uncertainy four days
before the game from Bill
White, head basketball
coach, The Pan American
Broncs pulled a fast
one, Oust one) in the last
few seconds of t.he University of Nevada-Las Vegas
game last Friday to surface
with a 77-75 win.
Just six Broncs scored in
handing Las Vegas only its
eighth home defeat in the
university's last 107
games. The Broncs got 24
points from Kenneth

Green, 16 each from Billy
Bailey and Mike Carroll.
ten from Tim McGrath, six
from Curtis Glasper, plus
five, including the game
winning goal with two
seconds left, from Donald
Knight.
Although the Broncs
own one big victory against
collegiate opposition, they
looked sloppy in many
areas of their game at La.~
Vegas. They hit just three
of eight free throws, they
also made 23 turnovers

and got out-rebounded,
42-41, and blew a 14 point
lead. With 4:20 to go, they
fell behind four points.
Despite a "rough around
the edges" appearance,
the Broncs, in a team
rebuilding prOQram, came
out victorious. ihe Broncs
lost 77 percent of their
scoring through graduation, injuries and academic
ineligibilities but cancelled
that percentage, at least in
ine Las Voagas game with a
winning score of 77 .

Lamar also stunned No.
18 Detroit. 95-87. on a
neutral court to begin the
1979 NCAA Mideast Playoffs.
.
Lamar later lost m the
N~A~
playoffs
to
M1ch1gan State and
"Magic" Johnson, 95-64,
but so did everybody else
who faced the Spartans,
the national champions.
N
C
h 8'11
T bb
I
f Low, ~acd y •ingu osf
o amar 1s ream
even b'1gger th'mgs for h'1s
defending Southland Conf
h
•
"T
erence
c amp1ons.
get
the final
NCAA roundo
ff
.
I"
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EnjoyOur
Full Meal
Special
Deal.
* a Piece9 o1 delkiGua cls.icMft
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Valley Woman Attributes Joh To HEP
By Barbara King

A young Valley woman
from a migrant farmworker
family currently is employed as a nuclear reactor
technician, thanks to a Pan
American University program aimed at getting
children of seasonal or
migrant workers into the
mainstream of the nation's
economy.
The program is HEP,
High School Equivalency
Program, and the woman
is just one of a growing
number of success stories
the program has chalked
up. Roel Zamora , HEP
Science teacher, recognized the young woman's
ability in science and encouraged her to pursue
along those lines.

After getting her GED
through HEP. she received
training in nuclear power in
Memphis. Tenn. "Now
she's making more money
than I do," Zamora said
proudly.
Last year, 156 students
were enrolled in HEP. with
125 going on to get their
GEDs. Placement Coordi
nator Mary Herrera said
108 were placed, along
with five others who did
not complete the program.
Eighty-seven were placed
in jobs, 20 went to college
and six entered military
service.
Although students
receive their GED certificates through the mail
from the state, they will
receive their HEP diplomas
at graduation services Dec.

19 at 7:30 p.m. in the Fine
Arts Auditorium. There are
presently 44 students enrolled in the programs
which takes from six weeks
to three months to complete.
The program is financed
entirely by a grant from the
Department of Labor. To
be eligible, students must
be high school dropouts
between the ages of 18 to
24 years and from a family
of seasonal or migrant
workers. Students must
pass an entrance exam,
which is about the sixth
grade level.
Students get free room
and board in Pan Am
dorms, tutoring, counseling and a $12 per week stipend. They also get free
medical services.

The original purpose of
the program was to expose
students to a college environment. hoping this
would spur them into continoing their education. At
Pan Am, CAMP students
act as big brothers and take
the HEP students to class
with them.
While job placement efforts have exceeded expectations, said Hortensia
Silva, counselor coordinator, she does not think
success of the program can
be measured on this basis
alone. "These kids are
highly motivated," she
said. "They tried dropping
out and that didn't work .
Many lack self-confidence,
but because of the small
size of the program here
they don't feel like num-

bers. Kids who felt left out
in high school are now
winning awards, running
for office and helping out a
school publication. HEP
Highlights under the
guidance of Juan Guerra,
the literature teacher. This
adds to their self-image
and builds better citizens."
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Board
(Cont'd. from Pg. 1)

my opposition to her appointment on three
separate occassions with
Tobin Armstrong, your appointments secretary,"
Truan wrote in a letter.
"Obviously, you have
chosen to ignore my advice on Mrs Pickard and
that is your privilege to do
so," Truan said.
"Therefore, let there be
no doubt that I am still
oposed to the Pickard ap
pointment and intend to
fight her confirmation
when the Senate convenes."
"The appointment personally objectional to me
and to a great many people who feel that Mr.
Pickard's actions on the
Raymondville School
Board confirm a negative
reactionary philosophy "
A Clements spokesman
said that the governor had
no plans to withdraw the
appointment
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teachers. "It's because of from their classes to travel
He added, "This is not
the faculty that had these to these events that we
just another tournament as
far as STIFA members are people in classes and have done so well," he
concerned. This one is allowed them to be absent commented.
more prestigious than
other tournaments because
of the championship factor."
Rieke mentioned that
most of the schools had,
like PAU, competed in at
least three other tournaments. "People will certainly be ready," he
remarked
"Competition is going to
be tough," said Rieke, for
the last tournament of the
fall semester. He mentioned some of the stronger
squads attending the tournament will include Texas
A&l , Southwest Texas
State, Trinity, and Sam
Houston State Universities, according to Rieke.
PAU should also do
well. Rieke remarked, "If
we have a good day, we
should be in the top three
in sweepstakes. We were
fourth last year with not as
strong a squad and no
debaters."
About the debate teams
Rieke said, "I feel that if
they've had a good day,
they'll be in the top three in
their respective divisions."
Rieke is confident about
the individual cmpetitors as
well . "We have the
UNIVERSAL PICTURES PRESENTS
strongest squad we ever
AN ASPEN FILM SOCIETY WILLIAM E. McEUEN
have had at Pan Am. This
DAVID V. PICKER PRODUCTION
is represented by our leaer,
A CARL REINER FILM
Mark Ramirez." Rieke explained that Ramirez has
placed first in poetry inter-•
pretation at both tourin
naments so far and needs·
only to place first, second
or third at this one to go on
to national competition .
Rieke commented, "My
only real concern is that ifs
right before fin<1ls so that
certainly will detract from
the concentration of all the
events " He also said. "If
you don't have a good
day. you're not going to be
successful. It's Just like
anything else ...
He credited the team '>
success during the
semester not only to the inmembers
d I vid u a I
themselves but also to their

STEVE MARTIN

JOSIE'S STYLE & BARBER SHOP
MEN l'.NO WOMEN HAIR STYLING

ST/FA Championship Tourney
To Be Held This Weekend
The championship tournament of the South Texas
Intercollegiate Forensics
ssociation, STIFA, will be
conducted on the PAU
campus this weekend. According to Neal Rieke,
director of forensics, 16
schools were tentatively
planning to attend the
tournament as of Nov. 30.
Events will include
debate, extemporaneous
speaking, informative
speaking, prose interpretation, poetry interpretation,
persuasive speaking and
communications analysis.
The tournament will take
place in the math,
business, nursing and
physical science buildings.
The Media Theatre at the
Learning Resource Center
will be the site for tournam ent assemblies and
postings.
"Most of these schools
are STIFA members and
this is the fall championship tournament. This is
what everyone works up
to," stated Rieke.

Jorge Guerra. who wrote
his own math textbook for
the program; and Ignacio
Torres, vocational counselor. who teaches students to interview for jobs
and employment-related
skills. This is the only HEP
program with a reading
course.

-
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Proposed Car Pool Plan
Is On Trial Basis
Student Government
along with security anddean of students, Dr.
Gilberto de los Santos,
have implemented the car
pool plan which had been
proposed since September.
The new plan wlll be on
a trial basis for the spring
semester If there Is sufficient demand. A quota of
100 cars has to be met In
order for the plan to continue operation. If the 100
car minimum Is not met It
will be up to security to
decide whether to continue
wtth the plan or not.
Parking lots designated
for the car pooling have

been set and will be: "B"
(where parking meters used to be) by the University
Center, "D", behind the
Sclnece building; and "E"
which is behind the Education Building.
Each car pool must consist of two cars and at least
three persons. Also, dorm
residents are not eligible for
car pooling.
Each vehicle must already have a "C" parking
permit In order to apply for
the plan. A "parking permit displayer" will be
issued to each group and
will have to be displayed
visibly In the vehicle at all
times.

Each car will be assigned
to Its own space and will
have a coordinating
number.
Each permit will be valid
for one semester only. To
participate In the plan for
the following semester a
student must renew the
plan registration.
Cande Ontiveros, student government president, proposed the plan In
July and presented It to Dr.
de los Santos on Sept. 12.
A $4 fee will be charged
for the pool to obtain the
parking permit displayer,

'
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BRONC EXCITEMENT -Orange and green pom porns emblazened
the student section as Pan Am pounded Dallas Baptist 91-84.
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Marathon Runner
Selected For President
Juan Garza, a counselor
with the High School
Equivalency Progra~.
PAU student,
and
marathon runner, has
been elected president of
the University Center Programs Council.
Garza was elected last
week during the Bronco
Days election which also
saw Yolanda Salinas
elected Bronco Queen. He
has been with UCPC for
the past two years and has
served In the Films committee, as chairman of the
Special Events committee,
and this semester served as
co-chairman of that same
committee.

QUEEN CROWNED Voll Salinas (center) was chosen as Bronc
Homecoming queen. Mollie Flores (left) was first runner up while
Alida Lugo was second runner-up.

Renovations Delay Completion Of Snack Bar
Too many people
aowded Into too little
space with everyone frantically trying to get food
quickly coerced Pan
American to enlarge the
campus cafeteria and to
remodel a more efficient
snack bar.

Construction work
began last summer and
hopefully will reach completion by February .
Originally the cafeteria and
snack bar were scheduled
to open for business In
January. However, equipment delays forced a set
back in the due date.
"An organizational
system called the 'scatter
system' will
be implemented Into the new
snack bar," said John Morris, director of auxilary ser-

vices. According to Mortis,
"this new system avoids
over-crowding and chaos.
The success of the scatter
system revolves around
having different food stations for the different kinds
of food Instead of Just one
station for all food."
Incorporated into the
newly remodeled cafeteria
is a private dining room.
This facllity will be offered
to PAU students for special
functions . The room will
also be available at night
time.

Garza said he had been
eyeing
the
UCPC
presidency for some time,
and when it became vacant
at the beginning of the
semester he decided to
run.
Among the many
changes he plans to lmple-

ment at UCPC Is the re- Events committee during
quirement that
all the Fall semester He also
members must keep se- hopes to sponsor at least
cond period open on TT. one activity per week. GarHe said this will give the za said a permanent locagroup a fixed time In which tion for films will be set up
to discuss activities. The In the snack bar. First class
group previously met dur- movies will be run, and
ing activity periods, but. food, popcorn and sodas
because activities are will be allowed. On days
usually scheduled at. this when no films are shown,
time, It usually meant a he said other types of coflack of a quorum because feehouse entertainment
one of several committees will be planned.
would be involved.

DropAndAdd

He will also enforce the
2.0 GPA requirement for
all members. This Is
necessary because If
students do not keep up
their GPA, they end up
dropping out of UCPC and
good people are lost In the
middle of the ·semester.
The newly elected president will also re-establish
the Fine Arts committee.
This committee was combined with the Special

Cla88ea Set

Drop and add tor pre·
registered day students will ~
conducted from 8:30 a.m.-1~
noon on Jan. 10, accordlnc
to David Zuniga, assistant
the dean of admissions.
Students who participated In
priority registration will have
an opportunity to drop and
add courses before regular
reglstratlon begl ns.
Regular registration will be
conducted on the same day
from 12:01-5 p .m. for day
students, by appointment time
who did not participate in
priority registration.

tc

Survey Conducted Over Iran Crisis
Thirty five percent of the
students at Pan American
say they know little If
anything about the Iranian
crisis which has been in the
news for more than a
month .
A recent unscientific
survey conducted among a
few students showed 35
percent knew little If
anything about the crisis,
40 percent said they didn't
care or have any opinion

The response to the
question on whether the
United States is really be1ng black-mailed and
On the question whether jeopardized, and is being
we should use force or war conned and being used by
tactics to free the American lran, was "yes".
hostages, the majority
said, "no".
Some · students asked
what will happen when the
On the question whether Shah leaves America?
the United States govern- What will happen to the
ment has the right to send hostages? How will Iran
the Shah back to Iran, the react, and what steps wtJI
they take?
majority also said, "no".

about It and 25 percent expressed strong feeling
about Iran.
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Christmas Servings
An Ole' Fashion
Holly, 'Natures Gift For Christmas'

!OPINIONS

By Roxanne Zamora

By Jean Ann Darnall

Christmas is a time of gift
giving and traditions.
There are many types of
plants associated with this
holiday that make excellent gifts, according to Dr.
Clifford Hobbs, plant
pathologist.
There are plants to fit
every budget. They generally range from $3.95 for
blooming plants, to $15.00
for large foliage plants.
The plant most commonly associated with
Christmas is the poinsettia.
There are a variety of types
of poinsettia plants that
bloom in various colors,
and come in single or double blooms. According to
Dr. Hobbs, poinsettias
need to be watered often
enough to keep the soil
evenly moist, and they require good light. They
should be kept indoors until the first of the middle of
Feb. If planted outdoors,
they should be cut back
about half way. according
to Hobbs. They need long
nights in fall in order to
bloom, so they shouldn't
be planted under a security
light.
Holly plants are also
popular at Christmas, according to Hobbs. These
plants require a lot of light,
hu.midity and cold winters
in order to produce berries.
They come In green or
yellow and green leaf
plants.
Hobbs said that almost

Classified Ads
COIN WASH ·· We"'-" bKhek>r bundlu
m latnlly wuh. Try us et 1124 E. Unlvffslty,
Edinburg 383-5731 .
Up IO $220,QO, Wffldy taking short phone
" - at home. Cob {713) 762-3105. &1

Number 427.

any plant that blooms
makes a nice gift. Some require little care, and others
require more complicated
care. African Voilets require detailed care, and according to Hobbs, should
be accomplanied by care
instruction book if given as
a gift.
Kalanchoes make nice
gifts, according to Hobbs ,

By Eliseo Rodriguez

With only 12 days left
to shop for Christmas
many people are rushing
to buy gifts and cards.
Few, if any of us wonder
how the season Is celebrated In other countries.
In Iran for example (the
current crisis not
withstanding) no celebrat Ions are held at
Christmas. Their holiday
season begins In March
with no specljlc date, and
lasts for 13 days .
Although no tree Is
erected, gifts are given to
children and on special
occasslons, money.
The season was
enacted by the ancient
ruler Jamshld Shah who
decided that on a certain
day gifts and celebrations
should be held.
Traditions states that
seven Items which start
with the letter should be

gathered. This tradition
Is derived from Hajtsln.
These Items along with
fish and surrounded by
wheat sprouts are laid
either on the table or In
the center of the room.
For decorations apples
are u.ed. During the
holidays relatives are
vlalted and various candles are eaten. There ls
no large supper. Students

are allowed 13 days for
the celebration white
workers are given 3-5
days. At the onset of the
season employees receive
bonuses which are half of
what their salary Is. To
signify the end of the holiday. all the young people
gather outside the city
limits and toss their
wheat sprouts to the
wind.

Folkloric Dancers
Celebrate Posadas
One of the most appealing and charming aspects
of the traditional Latin
American Christmas
ce lebration
Is "La
Posadas ."
These
"posadas" occur during the
nine nights before

Christmas (December
16-24) and depict the Holy
Family requesting lodging
or "posada."
The Pan American
University
Folkloric
dancers are sponsoring the
third annual "Posada",
Dec. at the PAU
Fieldhouse at 6 p.m. Mass
will begin at 6 p.m. con-

7 p.m.-8:30.p.m. NCF UC
305
10:25-11:25 IFC UC 306
10:35-11:35 El Sol UC
305A
10:25-11:25
IYCF

ducted in Spanish by
Father Marti Zuler, Saint
Joseph's Church, Edinburg.

Dec. 12
5 p . m.-10 p . m . IK'e
Unlver.lty Center Room
305-305A
6:30-8:30 p.m. Re.. Hall
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Tropical plants are
generally easy to care for
and can be kept indoors or
planted outdoors. Most of
them freeze in the winter,
so caution should be taken
as to where they are
planted.

Activities Calendar
306-306A

News Editor .............. ... Leticia Diaz

-

ding to Hobbs. Scheffler as
make beautiful decorative
plants that grow fast and
are easy to care for.

TraditionsCelebratedlnlran

The
Pan American

ors

and are fairly easy to grow.
They can be planted outdoors or kept in a pot.
They come in a variety of
colors including red,
orange, yellow and pink.
Begonias have a variety
of blooms on the was leaf
plants. There are also hairy
leaf plants that have very
colorful leaves.
Tropical foliage plants
also make nice gifts, accor-

Anoclatlon UC

Dec. 13

WU(WY

10:25-11:35 Bio• League
Dec. 15
6:30-10 p.m . PLSP
Fleldhouee Entrance
7 p.m.-10 p.m. BSU 1304
W. Unlverelty Avenue
Dec. 16
6 p .m.-10 p.m. Folkorlc
Dancers PE Complex
6 p.m.-7:30 p.m. Phi Kap•
pa Tau UC 306A
6 p.m.-9 p.m. Delta Zeta
UC305
3:30-4:35 p.m. Food Committee UC 305
Dec. 17
6 p.m.-7:30 p.m. Phi Kap•
pa Tau UC 306A
6 p.m.-9 p.m. Delta Zeta
UC305
3 :30-4:35 p.m. Food Committee UC 305
Dec. 18
10:35-11:35 Lambda
Alpha Epallon UC 305A
4 p.m.-5 p.m. BESO
Education 214
10:25-1:25 Caeo LA 119

Dec. 19

5 p.m.·10 p.m. IK'• UC

305-305A
Dec. 20
10:25,11:25 IFC UC 306

Dec. 22

6:30-10

p.m.

PLSP

Traditional
Latin
American refreshments will
be served and a posada
processional into the
Fieldhouse will be led by
the PAU Folkloric Dancers
and Mariachis of Weslaco
and audience participants.
Inside the fieldhouse the
dancers will perform
authentic dances from the
Mexican
states
of
Zacatecas, Veracruz and
Jalisco. The Mariachis will
play traditional Christmas
music of Mexico and the
audience will participate in
the breaking of the pinata.
The program will continue
with the singing of "Silent
Night" at the Fieldhouse
Fountain circle.
Admission to "La
Posada" is $1. Tickets are
availabe at the Physical
Education Complex,
Room 119.

Fleldhouee entrance

Dec.29

6:30-10

p.m .

PLSP

Fieldhouse entrance

9 p.m.-1 a.m. IK'• Villa
Real

For additional information, contact Dr. Amilda
Thomas, PAU Folkloric
Director, at 381-3506.

Chrlstmaa Is a time when families seem to make a
special effort to keep harmony within the household.
Joy, peace and love la spread throughout the Inner
most comers of a home. In the kitchen, Moma reach
for a recipe book to prepare for this yuletide season.
Some of the recipes she may find within family
cookbooks are: MERRY BERRY CHRISTMAS
PUNCH, BUNUELLOS, and DIVINITY.
MERRY BERRY CHRISTMAS PUNCH
l package strawberry koolald
2 liter size sprites
6 scoops pineapple sherbert
l cup sugar
l bottle glngerale
1 sm. bottle marachlno cherries.
In a large puch bowl half filled with ice, pour
packaged kool-aid, add sugar, then pour In sprites
and glngerale. Stir until sugar Is dissolved then scoop
In pineapple sherbert and let set unNI sherbert melts
Into punch. Add cherries for decoration. Serves 20.
BUNUELLOS
4 cupsfou,-

112 cup shortening
1 cup hot water
2 Tablespoons cinnamon
1 cup sugar
1 frying pan

Knead/our and •hortenlng adding hot water .slowly.
In a large bowl add flour, salt, and shortening. Add
water and kneod until a dough Is formed. More water
may be added to soften dough, (only If needed). Ld
dough set for approximately 2 hoursd. Make dough
bolls about palm size and roll out with rolling pin Into
tortillas. In frying pan add 2 large spoonfut. of
shortening and drop In tortillas until fried. Mix sugar
and cinnamon In sepa,-ate bowl and dunk fried tortillas
when done.
DIVINITY
2 l/2 cups granulated sugar
112 cup light com syrup
2 egg whites
1 teaspoon uonllla

In a two-quart saucepan, combine sugar, corn
syrup, 1/ 4 teaspoon salt and 112 cup water.
'
Cook to hard boll stage (260°) •tlrring only till
suga,- dissolves. Meanwhile, beat egg whites to stiff
peab. Gradually pour syrup over egg whites, beating
at high speed on electric mixer. Add uanllla and beat
till candy holds shape, 4-5 minutes. Quickly drop from
a teaspoon onto waxed paper. Makes 40 pieces.

Christmas
CheersSungOut
by OSCAR GARZA

Over the river and
through the woods to
grandmother's house we
go because Here comes
Santa Claus, here comes
Santa Claus, right down
Santa Claus lane with
Children laughing, people
passing, meeting smile
after smile and on every
street comer you hear, "O
come all ye faithful, joyful
and triumphant" and
"Peace on earth good will
towards men."
No, there Is no such
song as this one, but taking
a phrase out of each one
describes what the holiday
season is all about.
Families and friends getting
together to share the most
joyous oJ all seasons.
Yet Pan Am is not left
out of the festivities as the
Learning Resource Center
has provided the college
grounds with an array of
beautiful Christmas tunes.
Most students walk with an
extra bounce in their step
and a larger grin on their
face as they listen to music.

"The music just makes
the
campus
more
Christmasy," Mark Gomez
said.
"Now if the finals would
be cancelled the semester
would close out nicely,"
said Lisa Martinez.
For some of the dorm
students, Christmas is
synonymous with the falling of beautiful white
snow. But in the Valley,
Santa Claus and his band
of reindeer : Rudolph,
Doner, Blitzen, Vixon.
Comet. Cupid and
Dasher, will have to bring
the snow with them from
the North Pole and drop
the snowflakes on the
lower part of Texas. Otherwise, a gigantic miracle
would have to take place.
So remember, The first
Noel came on a Silent
night, Holy night and
everything was Joy to the
World, the Lord has come
and again Peace on Earth
good will towards men
followed.
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ForensicTeam Emerges With
Second Place Sweepstake
For the second time In
PAU's history, the University's forensic team has
emerged from a tournament with the second place
sweepstakes trophy. The
tournament which was
held Dec. 7-8 on the PAU
campus was the championship tournament of the
South Texas Intercollegiate
Forensics Association.

they could do It." He added, "For the most part, we
had a great day."
Larry "Bear" Watts and
John 0. Franz, the varsity
debate team, placed first
and the novice debate
team , Joe Salazar and
JoAnn Eckroat placed second In their division.

Rieke explained that all
finalists, even those who
did not place, helped gain
points for the team which
all added up to place the
team second overall.
Finalists who did not place
Included Mark Ramirez In
prose interpretation,
Salazar in prose interpretation and communication
analysis and Watts in extemporaneous speaking.

Individual awards wenl
to Rico Saldivar who placThe semester ended for
ed second in poetry inter- the team with this tournapretation and Watta who ment on an upbeat note
did the same In com- which reflected the whole
munication analysis.
semester Rieke commented, "We've had a sucAlso, Joe Salazar placed cessful semester." He
third In expository speak- remarked that the team
ing. Ofelia de los Santos had returned from every
placed third In persuasive tournament they attended
speaking
and Rieke men- with at least one first place.
Of these schools, Neal
Rieke, director of foren- tioned that this particular He added, "We hope to
sics, commented, "The award was especially pleacompetition was fierce but sant since this was Miss de
It was a good, clean com- los Santos first tournament
and her attemp was one of
petition."
the first persuasive
Rieke was confident of speeches she has ever
the team and said, "I knew done to a group.

First place sweepstakes
went to Texas A&I and
Trinity University received
the third place trophy
Other schools that attended the tournament were
Lady of the Lake. Sam
Houston State, Southwest
Texas State and Texas
A&M Universities

carry this win nlng."
Rieke expressed appreciation to groups and
individuals who helped
with the tournament.
These included the math
and business administration departments for the
use of those buildings and
Leslie Gower, library director, for the use of the Learning Resource Center.

Students Sound
OffAhoutServices
Students of Pan American University will get a
chance to sound off about
student services In a survey
to be conducted Jan. 2121 next year, said Judy
Vinson, assistant dean of
students.
"About 40 classes will be
chosen by our computer to
participate in the survey,'
said Ms. Vinson. Students
will be questioned on their
awareness of services
available on campus, the
source of their information,
their opinion of the ser
vices, how often and how
recently they have used
them and which ones need
to be overhauled, added
Ms. Vinson. They ask for
extra comments also.
Hesults of this survey
will be used to plan goals
and objectives for the coming year, she said. We
strive to change services to
meet student needs.
Services students will be
judging include health
care, student publications,
housing, student government, entertalment activities, veterans assls-

tance, financial aid, tutoring services, counseling,
career planning and testing
and Job placement services
A rating scale will be used to indicate awareness of
services offfered . Replies
will range from "never
heard of it'' to "know much
about it." Students will rate
the services from "very
satisfactory" to "very unsatisfactory.'' said Ms. Vinson.
Assisting in the survey
will be Dr. Robert Wrinkle,
government faculty member and director of the
Honors Studies program.
He will be in charge of
selecting classes to be
surveyed.
"Above 10 percent of
the students enrolled In
Pan Am will be surveyed,"
said Wrinkle. We get a list
of classes from the computer and select an
ordered sequence of
classes beginning with a
random number selected
from a table, according to
Wrinkle. "It Is a random
selection of classes, not
students."

ss _d~· -:·.· , "'::,-..
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Packets Include
Cash Items

Students of financial aid
will receive a cash item in
their packet, according to
Cindy Garrett, assistant
financial aid director. The
cash item will cover tuition,
fees and $25 per class for
books is enclosed with the
packet. Students have to
sign and return this cash
item by the deadline if they
accept their current
schedule

A problem at the tournament was getting enough
judges for the various
Students are encouragevents. Rieke commented,
"Appreciation warmly goes ed to pay their registration
to faculty members of the fees in person from
English and communica- January 24, at the Pan
tion departments for judg- American University
ing We also had local at- ballroom and will receive
torneys of the McAllen and their book monies at that
Edinburg area as guest time. Students who are
unable to come in person
judges."
should mail their signed

University Acquires
'Magic' Document;s
Pan American University has recently acquired
from the United States
Government Publishing
Organization the full text of
what is known as the
"Magic" documents.
The "Magic" documents
are eight volumes consisting of a full text of
Japanese messages decoded by the United States
between 1935 and 1942.
It is a unique publication
which the public will find
interesting, was the comment made by John Piety,
Acquisitions and Systems
Librarian.
Pan American is a
government depository
library, which means that it
may receive all government printed materials
free Pan Am usuaUy accepts 50 percent of what is
printed.
Government reports are
usually found on the 3rd
floor with the exception of

EDINBURG, TEXAS PAGE 3
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cash item and fee statement in the return
envelope. Their book
check will be mailed
Students
under
workstudy only and not
receivfng any other type ol
aid they will have to make
their own arrangements to
pay for registration costs.
The cash item which is
included in the packet will
not be required to pay for
tuition and fees if a student
decides to go through
regular registration in the
gym.
Students under financial
aid and receiving a cash
item in the packet should
bring their "Schedule-Fee
Statement" to the Financial
Aid Office in the University
Center. Room 108

TY SERVICE

Gtl Chage

ones which would be of interest to most people.
Those are found through
the card catalogue and are
shelved with regular
publications
The reports are available
to the general public for inspection at the LRC. Examples of material
available include House
and Senate Committee
reports. reports on energy.
labor, census, HEW ,
atlases, maps, information
on US space explorations,
and much more

Bus.

g.ea_ir @ompany

Dixie Ward, Owner
5019 North 10th • McAllen, Texas

-----------;~~Ou"loLNiiw fH&~ProPlE
WITH THE SMILES ON THEIR FACES?
NOTHING TO IT'1111

No. l ,s e prof"SS<>r at PAU, end just opened
at:coum al Nat,onal Ban~ ol ·com=rce, Edin
burg
No 2 ts a staff member al PAU. banks at Na
lional Bank of Commerce, Edinburg. c1(1d ju
Jound out hew. low th<t!r lnsta1!=1 loan rates

are.
No 3 and No 4

dte

students at PAU, bank

I\) NatiOnal Bank ol Commerce,
Edinburg, end are lhink\ng about the special NB<;
(you gue.wd

student checking accounls and studenl loan program.
WE O LIKE TO PUT A SMJLE ON YOUR FACE

""THE MDI-EV MANAGE.R'S BANK"

illll
-------------------N■tlon■t
llankol

~~:...:;

LOOKING
FORA JOB • • •

Edt,,i,u,g r ..... 78&39
1512) 31<3-0171

PO BOXl>60

---~le

. . . now that you have your diploma? If you are, there's an organization that offers excellent job opportunities along with some of
the finest technical training In the nation.
The organization? Ifs the United States Air Force - a modern
service geared for the future. The Air Force also offers you an
excellent salary ... advanced education opportunities ... worldwide assignments ... medical care ... dental care ... 30 days of paid vacation a year. For
details, contact
MSgt. Manuel Longoria Jr. or $Sgt.
Juan P. Gallaga, El Centro Mall.

..... Ille,...,,.._,,_....

--··

«.lftlMOollldaua ....... ~

• l NCllllllAS

• TACOS
• CIIH•IIIIW

FAJITAS
• ITUI Ul!CNlll
•H~
• •f' ~ Slllt■,

A great woy of life.

roc:,r

11,'HV ~OT GM US A CALL OR DROP BY?
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Students' Faculty Evaluations Published
ed on ratings from students and should be Interpreted as such," said Cande Ontiveros,
student Assn., president.

The following chart contains the results of
students evaluations of Pan American University faculty from the spring of 1979. The
evaluations have ben prepared by the students Assn., on a departmental basis to provide comparslons between courses taught at
a given level. Freshmen, Sophomore, etc.,
and all courses taught by members of the
department.
The evaluations are arranged In alphabetical order. (Accounting, Anthropology,
Art, etc.) Under each department there are
the following column headings: Score Range
and 1000, 2000. 3000, 4000. The score range
column In presented on a O to 9 basis and
should be Interpreted as follows:
0, 1 or 2 p are Indicative that improvement
Is definitely necessary and should be considered "poor".
3, 4, 5, or 6 - should be considered "average."
7, 8, or 9 - are Indicative that Improvement
Is not necessary and should be considered
" good.".
The columns 1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000
reflect the rating of the professor on courses
taught at Freshmen Sophomore, Junior or
Senior level accordingly. The lnsturctor's
name appears followed by a series of declle
socres they received, one for each section of
the courses they taught during the Spring of
1979.
"Through tis method we may be able to
determine which faculty recleve the most
consistently high or low ratings throughout
the department. It Is Imperative that students
keep In mind that these evaluations are bas-

Sc<>ff
Range

7-8
34

Applications
are
available at the Student
Government office , traffic
and s ecurity offic e ,
Unlverlty Center Ro m
205, a nd Dean of
Students' office UC 102.
When filled out, the applications need to be
returned to Traffic and
Security office ASF
bulldinQ.
Apphcations should be
in before Jan. 31.

3000

7.9

EDUCATION

2000

4000

s1:::i,/
a,
4

Brough 3,11
Strong I
Yun<ll 3

3000

4000

7,1

HIii i.i

Gratz a
?"'~•on

Muniz I

Simmon,

Frailer I

ANTHAOflOlOGY

1000

7-9

Glazer 7
Trotter 7

3-e

2000

Gluer II
Trotter 8

Gtaz. 8
Trotter 1

().2

1000
Prine. 7 8

7•11

Nichols 8
Humph,-y 4
411

3-e

().2

Nlcllola 0

Bronw 2

1000
Em, u

Getz 5.5
Tole, 3

Tolar 5

Dowell
4
CetiOall
4

3000

Carrl~ton
3.3,4.
Fraizer 5

2000

Humphrey I

Nlctlola 3

s--.
3000

Btownll

S,..,aon3

Tierno

4000

Sco,e

Prince 4

3-e

Ballri 3,5
H~s lnll,8
N llols 2
8al tey 2

Brown 4 5

2000

3000

4000

3000

4000

A llison 5

Ortega
,.u
.e.

~

e

SPEECH

1000
Riekell

Courtney

......

2000

3CI00
RleM5

5,3,5,5,3

Wttltel,4

BIOLOGY

Sc:o,e

~

1000

Lorwd.

34

2000

Schultz 11

De la Pena

5,8
Skies ll
A lllton 2

().2

Lylae 0

Foltz 5

De l a Pena
2

wur,4
ECONOMICS

Foltz 2
Wara0

Scofe

~
u

1000
Ellan! II

2000
Baldwln

Lackey 4,5
Ellard 1

e .1.11

3000
£1etd 7

4000

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK

NEW MANAGEMENT

8aldwln I

si.cumo

~P,~---~~
-.
0-2

:~•
~

~~

-,;¥

'~..-.
Big Meal Deal 4-10 p.m.

Hamburger & French~Frt- Sl .39
Rah Sandwich 99e
32 oz. drink 49e
Ollo< !l()Od .. pM11dpating Dolry ~ only No
...-,,.._ Nol lo be UMd on ·omhlnotion ""'h on aclw,
coupon Of offet
OFFER GOO:)

THAU DECEMBER 26, 1979

Edinburg
383-7542
1220 East University

Dedicated to e xcellence In legal educadon
Bates College of Law
University of Houston Central Campus

~-H.
IUIPIAN
Uve1t1wl Cuter

ANNOUNCES THE
OPENING DEC.4
of its Branch In

CORPUS CH RISTI
4441 Gollihar

FOt" Information, contact:
Office ol Admissions
Bates College of Law, BTU l
UnlW1"1,1ly of Houston
Central Campus
Houston. Texas 77004

FOR INFORMATION
CALL or VISIT

Our Center
512,851-1460
11300 N Central
Dallas Tx 75243

Equal Educational Policy
UHCC I•

In

4000

(S.. £VAUJAT10NS " • S)

ASTRONOMY
ScOff
Range
7-9

H1113
"-<az 4

McBride 5

ART
Score
Range

Dowall 7

Son, 4

Gratz 4

Yundt 1.2,2
Range

Bridal

Tierno I

Simmon, 4

Hiil 3

ScoN

Mc-

Munaz 7

0-2

PLAN
and a $1 charge for re placement.

2000

1000

Score
Range 1000

compliance with Title IX regulations.

OLD FASHIONED

BAMBUBIEIIS.

Good at all
participating
Wendy's
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MARKETING
Score
Range
7.9
().2

c-·•· ... " ·'

2000

1000

3000

Platzer 9

4000

1300
Holliday 7

2000

YillarrNI 4

Pontius 9,8

4000

3000

~7
VIiiarreai 7
CIOM8
Spellmann

Harrla
0,2
Ramsaran
2.2, I

Harrll 0,2
Unlkey 2
T..,ta 2

Sdlaeller 5

Eaperza

JOtgenMn 8

3000

4000

SchHler
9,8
Pontlua 9
McCabe 7,7
Crofts 9

w,11.,. 18

Crolta 8

Crotts 5
Huber II

Davia 4

SchHller 4

Rffd8
Dugan 3,4

Pontlua8

().2

4000

Slmmon18

Wlllefo,d 2

Ply 2

u
Chance a

Evans 2
Frlt: 1
Mtllar 0,1
Wede0,0
Bettis 1

Cameron
2,2
Walter• 2.2
Parker 1,0
Wiener 1,0

Caatrlllon 7

3000

~

4000

7

Sege,8

().2

=,3

Eatrada 4

Reno-

1000

2000

~p!o..a

Stmpaon5

Otken

lkan 5

Sco,e
Range
7-8

Caalr'lllon

5.3

().2

COMPUTER INFO SYSTEM

Sconl

7-8

Aydt 3

0-2

Ayele 2

s1::;r.on1

~

1000
O'Danlet 7

().2

Gray 2

2000

Alamla8

Gray I
DRAMA

~

Hanshaw II

0-2

Monta2

1000

3000

~

1000

().2

2000
Montas
Monta3

Slecvml,2

2000

M

Aar,o-

1000

M

Vlllar7
Bultan~ 4

O'Denlelll

4000

Brogren 3,5

Ander•
eon 6

Btog<an 9

Pardlll

3000
Hawley II

Scofe
Range
7-9
:Ml

2000

1000

3000

3000

Solla 3

3000
Cava:oao

4000
Ar,,

Solla 0

Che¥az 1

zaklua
0
Chavez

Solla 1

S01110

2000

8ult~3

VIiiar 8

~

~

1000

2000

CudU
HlnojoH5
Mo,gan 4

LN 7

(),2

Hall 3,4

Wr1nkle8

LN4

Liebowitz
SPANISH

Score

Range
7-8

Pol~
nard 8

1000

Calderon 8

aonz.tez
7,8,8.9

Benere8,8
Calderon 3

().2

OO<nlnguez
3,4,8
Gracie 3,4
Sanchez 8
Swan6
Garcia O
MejlH 0
Sanchez 1
'lwen 2

2000

J000

3

Garcia 2
MeJa• 1

BANK

MIiiar 8

&

oo:t~~\.~NT
1000

Moellw 2

2000

TRUST CO.

3000

Cude 1
Hall I
Hlnol0111

Of Edinburg

LH2.2
Sco,e

HEALTH

Range
HI

1000

:Ml

Stommeyer
4.4.8

0
Re:J../ : ~ iROFESSION

2000

4000

eon,,.,
••
OO<nlng..ez

Mo,gan 3,8

~

TELEFORA,

Sander92

4000
Hlno,OUII
Moeller
9

N0Y" 7,7

N HWY 281

EDINBURG. TEXAS 78539

Moeller 5,8

Seen

1320 N CLOSNER

3000

1,1

Mldlael
3
Wlleon
3

Hall 7
MIiiar 7

,Jy Belly Inc.

1

FTD,
4000

3000

vfllen Jiu,,/

Sandera4

3000
Gratz7.U~

3000

Strohmeyer

Welcomes

4000

9,8

().2

Stalp1>en1 5
Stephens 2
HIStQRY

Staff

Schill 2

Score

~

1000

G0tmly 4

2000
G0tml18
Terry ,7
Sands 8
Bain 7,8,8
Rocha 7
Troxel 8,8
Go,mly a

3000
Rocha 9
Cru: 8.8

and

4000
MIiie< 9

Students
Stratton 3

Prather
4,4,5,5

Gormly
5

to

s.nc1, a

MIiier 8,3,3
Rocha 3
Irby 4,4,5

eruze

Walch 2
Stratton
1.1,•
Rocha 1
Powera
0,0,0,0

For Back To School An
Eye Examination .Is
Suggested By

• Hard and soft contact lenses
• Sunglasses
• Fashion Eyewear

FOOTWEAR FOR LADIES
Weejuns for college are the thing•
ome see the GREAT SELECTION
at SHOES SPORTIQUE.

2110 N. 10th St.
McAllen, Tella■

Klink• Shopping Center

Pan American
University

Family Opt1cal

WE OFFER

BASS - THE CAMPUS

Dean 0

Grant: 2
Lylo,d 0.2

520 E. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG

4000

~4

2000
C..C.7~

Evana 2
ear,.,
.. 0,1

phone for an appoJntment

SOCIOlOOY

GOVERNMENT

1000
Mlllerll

Reed4
Dugan 6
HofllCMy3
Haul• 5

383-9012

Chavez 2

4000

2000

Sobin 8
MIiier I

6
Solla 4

81-...2

Wl'-18
VIiiar 1

Granll 1
Holliday 2

Fritz 8,7
Skinner 5
Balll1 3
Canatal 5

Chavez

1000

4000

~:~.021

Carratu 1

S..le9

SOCIAL WORK

Sc:ore

Ylllar8

ScoN

Fuenlel

Fril l 9

HAIRSTYLING

SOCtALWork

O'Dtllltl 4

Mc-

~

3000

Fuente 11
Evan• 4
Danlel 3.S
Wade3,4
Sklnne<
3,3,4
Bloom 5,5
Balli• 4
Grantz 3
Holllday 5

Anderson 2

GENERAL BUSINESS

ScoA,

o.2

Morr1a41

Tucker 1
Anderloll 1
Groamen 1

4000

FlNAHCE

lcote

7-8

3000

Gray 5

Sconl

M

9

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Seo,-.

M

2000

0rwley5

0Mn5

M2

6

M

s,1000

McMullen 7
Waldman 7
Wo,men 3

\/Illar•

real 9

Elliot 4,8

e

~-•4

Chance 1
MUSIC

2000

Dantet8

Dela

Seale 7,8
Dela

Ply 3 ,4
Dean 4
Fulton 4,5
MIiier 3
Grant: 4

McCabe4
CIOH 6,2,6
Wlene<8,3
Croft• 5,4
Spellmann

CHEMISTRY

1000
\/Ularreal 9

Sobin

B,111, 1

Chance 6

0.0

3000

2000

~~!china
5,0,3.3

SECONDARY EDUCATION

2000

Fulton 7

7,7,8

Cameron

Burns 1

perez I
Solla 1,1
Frail« 2
Smlther0
Muntz 2,0
YlllanMI 0

1000
WIiieford 7
Wlllefo,d 8

3000

Haute I

1000

Smither 4
().2

2000
Davidson 11

Davidson

Rush 2

MATH
EDUCATION

1000

1302
Dela
Fuente 9

1301
Ply 8

FAMILY

CA\L
816 South Main
McAllen, Texas
687-7224
IO% Discount to PAU Studmta

STUDENTS PLEASE
RENEW I.D. FOR NO
SERVICE CHARGE ON
CHECKING ACCOUNT

Merry Christmas

FIRST STATE BANK
& TRUST COMPANY
OF EDINBURG
100 East Cano
Edinburg,Texas 78-539
MEMBER FDIC

AFS
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Homecoming

1Jfu@

~ffiIDli?{if ~ ~'!..1!!!!! 1:.u1l!~,

1})£~
£.~~IB1J©£~

ISH1Rrs+

PAUAttends MacDonalds Classic

Broncs Finish Close Second

The people who serve
billions and billions sponsored their first annual
basketball tournament:
MacDonalds Classic Tournament in Wichita, Kan.,
last Friday and Saturday.
First place honors went
to Wichita State who executed a full court press to
cancel a 42 point performance by Billy Bailey and
Mike Carroll. Ten thousand seven hundred and
fiftv-one fans witnessed the

win 86-75 Wichita win.
The night before,
however, the PAU Broncs
defeated their first opponent of the tournament,
Murray State of Kentucky,
67-65 with four seconds
remaining.
The slight lead was ex ecuted by Bailey who stole
the ball and managed a
layup for the winning
point.
This was reminiscent of
Bailey's last minute steal

r=~•-~-~.-~--~,i
~

PORTE 'S JEWELRY

John
Wiley
aided
In
bringing
his
versity Broncs bucked
Dallas Baptist College off team three points ahead
their backs to win their c, 22 • ~ · - ,.._ 7
homecoming game 91-84.
Pan Am's Billy Bailey
executed 23 points becoming the highest scorer of
the game. Second highest
Build your own T-shirt
with 21 points was Mike
Carroll.
Olecou11t for group orders
Despite the duos high
different styles of T-shirts
points, the Broncs snailed
in the beginning of the
and
game to allow a 4-0 lead
for Dallas Baptist. This lead
soon dissipated in PAU's
favor until the second half
when the Broncs dropped
from 43-48.

last weeks ago against Las
Never before has the
Vegas--Neveda, putting Broncs won in the first
the Broncs two ahead of
that team's score

!111111;~;s,i11m
= PLACEMENT
people

..

..,,,,,

Accountant
Accounta Payable Clerk
Bank Teller
Caahler
Eletrtclan Helper
ln•urance Clerk

~

..1'

LVN
Recepttonl•t
Secretary/ Salftwork
Saleaclerk (women• clothing)
We have many part-time Christmas positions
<'IVllilable For
lhe ·

681-7779

ON TH~ BALL -Telly Sitarek passes to Sylvia
Garz~ in t~eir earlier victory against St.
Marys. Their next home game is Dec. 17th
aoamst.

0

.SANYO Deluxe AM/FM

SANYO AM/FM

Cassette Recorder with
2-Wcly Speaker
.... $99.95
Synm
NOW

.
i

79ts

Stereo Receiver with Front Load
•Dolby Cassette Deck and
&-Track Record Deck Plus a Full
Featured Automatic Changer
with Magnetic Cartridge.

i

.. - .

*•* •·* * * * * * * *
**
Use a tittle
**
* when~ order your
next Km'S p,zm.

tobe

JJT•10

Reg. $579.00

A complete home
music and recording
system leatunng an AM/ FM
S1ereo receiver. front loading
8-track and cassette recording decks wilh viscous
damped door and ' Dolby noise reduction,
3-speed automatic magnetic cartridge record
changer and a pair ol SX830 high-performance
speaker systems.

0

.. 349°
REGISTER FOR X•MAS EVE
DRAWING FOR FREE GIFT

!~~

exact.

i---

--------------

IIen,s
I

I
I

With this cx,upon buy one pizza and get the next smaller
size for only 99~ (with
equal number of toppings

j

:'~~th other promotions.

1
1

I_exP1Re~oeceMee~2s.

1979_____

LP and Tapes list for $13.98 for $11.98 with coupon.
complete Sales. Service - lnstallatlon - Music LAYAWAY 6 Financing
Avallable $2.00 Off List Price On Every LP 6 Tape In Store
• AUfH0RZtO W~T'Y SERVO: OE.PAATMtHT- £SS A A « ~ ~ Cra,u C.,",

./.ara ~ /1,,,A,J •

Your Pocketbook never Heard It /oGood I

J

MCALLEN
500 NORTH 10TH

682-5581

1

I

!'1zza__ l

PHARR
BROWNSVILLE
1005 E. HWY. 83 2489 BOCA CHICA

787-8534

I

.,

12 wan, "-< C,..,,.,.. RMS al 1% TOIII Harmonic Oiltorlion.•

Tune on this Sunday to FM 99X for the New Pink Floyd "The Wall."

I

546-1614
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Olgletree Scans Season

PAU holiday Broncs Schedule
December
15
ST. MARY'S UNIVERSITY (TEXAS)
17
McNeeae State University
20
NORTHEAST LOUISIANA UNIVERSITY
22
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
27
West Texas State University
29
U. OF SOUTHWESTERN LOUISIANA
January
3
NORTH TEXASSTATE UNIVERSITY
8
United State Air Force Acadmey
12
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY
14
TRINITY UNIVERSITY (TEXAS)

WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 12, 1979

HOME
Lake Charles La.
HOME
HOME
Amarlllo Tex.
HOME

HOME

AF Academy Colo.

HOME
HOME

.
Right now, the basketbaU team has the sports
spotligh! al~ to themselves,
but begmnmg on Feb. ~.
the Baseball Broncs will
emer~e. to share the
athletic limelight.
The. ~ronc~ concluded
fall trammg m1d-november
and according to head
baseball coach Al Ogletree,
it was a good opportunity
to give the tea~ a taste of
'.""hat he wants m the sprm~.- h f II d ,
1n t e a I on t want

to get them fired up to play
uJ1til the spring," said
Ogletee.
The team did really well
during training, said Coach
Ogletee, "Every week they
were getting better and better," adding that ability is
definity present.
"Every year It always
depends on the pitching,
it's 80 per cent of the game
anyway."
Coach Ogletree and staff
have gotten the pitchers to
where they can throw

- --~ --~
......

......

Ne co

"Last year we played a
total of 96 games and It
held up pretty good." said
Ogletree.

......_....,,_.....,_....,,_.....,_....,,_.....,_..._.,
Elrctronlca

iALMA'~l

' ~e,t~t'
t

three mmngs.
"I think we've accomplished a lot. There
are a lot of thing~. we didn't
go over though.
The baseball field is In
pretty good shape, it does
need a little work, said
Coach Ogletree. Sulphur
fertilizer was added to
neutrilize the salt.

Special discounts for PAU students
"Our goal ls your saHsfactlon"

Bob's Sewin, Machine Center
Soles and Ser11lce

0-\~ .,\Y

Sewing Machines Vacuum Cleanaa

422 1/2 E. University

383-9035

Edinburg

Bob Castillon
<>wner

383-7313

eei0 2000

ON THE REBOUND •Curtis Glasper attempts
a rebound in the midst of Dallas Baptist College Indians. The Broncs won this Homecoming game 91-84. PAU played Lamar last
nlg~t and the next home game will be Dec. 15
against St. Mary's University of Texas.

' ift,~
A CHUIICH FOR NEW AGE PEOl'l.E
Sund,,1»
Snvie~ 10 30 am
Wedn~MiaY"

----.DB 0 - - - c.etliNled Fro• ..... ' with more than 15 minutes
left to play.
However, PAU managed to regian the lead at 59,
with Dallas Baptist trailing

t,oeefJJ DISCOTHEQUE

by one.
With a layup, Balley
made it 63-58 and College
added two more with
Bailey assisting.

MedltabOn WO<l<shop i 00 pm
Me1aphys1<-s ci.u 8 no pm
Saturdays
Monthly Wo,k,hops
Slr«t Addrns 301 E Poll< Av. Phan
f<>r P~rsona1 M•n~ °' f•mtlit
Cwn..1,ng

TUESDAY

Coll 787-4411 10 00 am · 2 00 t>m

= ROCK NITE

WEDNESDAY = LADIES NITE

-the Broncs -----(
Continued From Pg.6
round of NCAA tournament during Its 12 years in
Division I.
Head basketball Coach
Bill White wasn't so keen
on Kenneth Green and
BaUey and predicts trouble
If their shooting doesn't improve.
Balley made seven of 21
while Green executed four
of 15.
Six assists, three steals
and 14 of his own points,
Bailey aided in the Broncs
survival against Murray.
Other PAU Players with
double figures were Tim
McGrath with 13 points,
Reuben Cole with 10 and
11 for Carroll.
The Pan American
Broncs now stand 3-1.

LADIES DRINK FREE ALL NITE

EnjoyOur
Full Meal
Special
Deal.

plus

$1.00 Drinks For Guys
THURSDAY

= COUNTRY WESTERN
"Bring Your Hors~ Drink FREE!

* 2 Piecea of
* CrealllJ'. hot
*
corn * lUtyroU

FRIDAY = HAPPY HOUR ALL NITE

deliciCXd chicken

Juicy

LADIES

potat.oe. & gravy

NO

COVER

CHARGE

the cob

SATURDAY = FULL HOUSE NITE

*SWl!etcbenyple
A nJLI. 5 CotntSI:
lllALPOIIOIWLY

SUNDAY

$1.98

= HAPPY HOUR ALL NITE
No Cover

•~ ••--• ,,'\..".u~-:......:...•

NEED CREDIT?

SEND FOR

THE 'C REDIT GAME

THESE
CREDIT
PROBLEMS

with

THE CREDIT GAME
Send Check or
Money Order to

"Tired of being without credit, or up to your neck in
'minimum payments'? With this book you will learn how
to make the $300 billion credit industry jump at your
command."

SOLVE ALL

• Too young to borrow?
• New in town/no references?
• Erase bad debt records
• Skip bills without ruining credit
• Receive loans within weeks of beginning this program
• Information on updated credit laws and legislation
• Your rights under the Federal Credit Acts

WALL STREET PUBLISHING CO.

303 5TH AVE.
SUITE 1306
NEW YORK, NY 10016

r--------- ONLY $5.95_________ _

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

(N.Y. residents add 8% Sales Tax)

Enclosed is $ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ for _ _ _ _ _ Books
Name
Address _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __
Allow 3 weeks for delivery.
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Bookstore Buys Back Books

Office Cashes Checks

----Bulletins_J

The University Bookstore will begin buying back books
the first day of examinations according to Billy Pigg,
manager. The store will continue to do so until Jan. 11 at
a separate counter in the bookstore.
Hardbound books are bought back at half price and
paperbacks at one third original price. Pigg explained, "If
they're in really bad conditions we just don't purchase
them." He added that this happens only rarely.
The bookstore will close Dec. 21 for the holidays and
reopen Jan. 2. The store is open from 7:30 a.m. until
4:30 p .m.

Students wanting to cash checks $5 or less may go by
Auxilary Services in OB A, according to Rosie Ortiz,
secretary.

Interview List Remainders

The student's Pan American I.D card is required for
cashing the check. The building Is the one immediately
north of the University Center.

The following Job interviews are scheduled for the remainder of 1979-

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Association Contributes Money

13 Xerox Corporation. BBA
13 Silver Burdett Company. Sales Represenative
14 CIA. Business, Science, Social Sciences
14 Pearsall Independent School District.

YCC is now TCCI

17 University of Georgia. Social Sciences.
18 University of Georgia. Social Sciences.

YAMANA

The famous
remains ...
as well as WETBIKE, KTM, BULTACO & BMW

For additional Information contact the Placement Of.
flee, 116 UC.

The Rio Grande Valley Personnel Association has contributed $100 to the library of Pan American University.
The Association is Interested In the development of
professional personnel administration and believes that
the University has a major Impact. Please use this initial
contribution to purchase personnel related books or
llterature.

Students Participat.e In
Pre-Registration

Donns Celebrate In Grand Fashion
Students In the dorms are celebrating the Christmas
holiday In a grand fashion this year. Some of the residents
have started putting up decorations.
They consist of many flashing lights, Santa Clauses and
snow, nicely wrapped presents and mistletoe all peeking
out of the windows.
Some have their own trees that add a bit of a homey
feeling to the room.
Down stairs In the girls' dorm ls a big tree more than 10
feet tall.

But now TCC sells & services
the American King of the big bikes .

Approximately 5,984 students participated In priority
registration according to David Zuniga, assistant dlrectc,r
of admissions. Packets will be mailed on or before Dec.
21 and will contain a fee receipt, schedule and statement.
There will also be Information to Inform the student where
to pay for their classes.
For students not wishing to make the trip to Pan
American a return envelope will be Included. Students
who didn't participate In priority registration will receive
their packet after the hollday and will have the time for
their appointment.
• Same locatlon
• Same experienced, profealonal staff
• Same dedication to your .atlsfactlon but
now we're ...

DiscountMovie Tickef,B Go On Sale
MARY

JOSIE

MEN J'.NO WOMEN HAIR STYLING

WHERE THE STYLE IS PRECISE AHO CASUAL
1714NORTH 10Tk
McALLEN, TEXAS

I

---------------------~

Students wanting to see the latest movie releases this
Christmas season, should purchase discount movie
tickets from student government, according to Larry Garcia, vice-president. The tickets are accepted at all Plitt
theaters In the Valley.
Price of each ticket Is $2, which Is a reduction of $1.50
from the current price of $3.50. Tickets can be purchased
at the student government office University Center Room
314.
Garcia also said "that students wanting to register their
books for the book referral program can come by between
9 a.m.-3 p.m."
j

•

•

THE CYCLE CENTER
"'Wh~ the bite le Ju.I the beginning•
1001 E. Pecan
McAllffl

: - · : -

•

erry

•

•

•

•

•

•

r1s mas

And
Happy New Year
MONDAYS . .. STUl>EHT NIGHT . .. ROCK NIGHT
All PAN AM STUDENTS WITH I.D. DRINK THEIR DRINKS
FOR $1.00 TIL 12 MIDNIGHT
(NO COVER)

TUESDAYS ... fl£STA NIGHT ...
TWO FOR ONE NIGHT ... BUY A DRINK OR MUG AND
GET ONE FREE TIL 12 MIDNIGHT
(NO COVER)

WEDNESDAYS ... LADIES NIGHT ...
ALL UNESCORTED LADIES DRINK FREE FROM

WE HAVE ALL

7:3011L 9:30.
(NO COVER)

THURSDAYS ... MACHO NIGHT ...
FREE MUGS FOR All MEN ..
. THEN, A MENS POOL TOURNAMENT

THE GIFT ITEMS

(NO COVER)

FRIDAYS ... SPECIAL LADIES NIGHT ...
NO COVER CHARGE FOR UNESCORTED LADIES AND
FREE DRINKS FROM 7:30 TIL 9:30
THEN, A HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL TIL 12 MIDNIGHT

ON

SATURDAYS ... DISCO WEEKEND AT D.J.'S ...

YOU CHRISTMAS LIST.

SUNDAYS ... KICKER NIGHT . .. MUG SPECIAL
DRINK YOUR MUGS ALL NIGHT FOR
SOC EACH
(ATTENTION ALL FRATERNITIES. SORORITIES AND ORGANIZATIONS·
SPECIAL PRICES AND RESERVED SECTION AVAILABLE
CALL 381-5102 FOR INFORMATION)

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

f

.

.

Fourth Avenue near University Blvd.

.

. ........

.

.

.

.

